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Abstract

Fuel cell systems are a crucial technology in the future energy market. With the

renewable energy sector growing, there is a significant need for reversible energy storage and

alternative sources of continuous power. Reversible Solid Oxide Cells (R-SOCs) are of particular

interest due to their ability to electrochemically convert chemical energy to electrical energy and

vice versa with no carbon or other particulate emissions. Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) and

Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cell (SOEC) mathematical models are developed and analyzed in this

study. Additionally, SOFCs and SOECs are modeled using the process simulation software

packages Aspen Plus and IDAES, so the processes can be combined to analyze an R-SOC cycle.

The mathematical models found that SOEC performance improves with increasing temperature

by lowering the voltage and slightly increasing the voltage efficiency. The Aspen Plus simulation

determined a similar relationship between voltage and temperature. Therefore, an operating

temperature of around 1173K is suggested for SOECs with the current setting. During operation,

lower current densities, activation energies, and cell resistance is suggested. For SOFC mode,

increasing partial pressure of H2O relative to H2 and decreasing partial pressure of O2 will

improve performance. For SOEC mode, increasing the partial pressure of H2 relative to H2O and

increasing the partial pressure of O2 will improve performance.
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Executive Summary

Today's energy market is highly dependent on unsustainable energy sources, which

boosts outdated energy methods such as fossil fuel mining, oil fracking, etc. (Union of

Concerned Scientists, 2008). These natural resources produce destructive greenhouse gasses into

the environment and come only in a limited supply. Therefore, alternative options such as fuel

cell systems are a key component of today's energy market. With the renewable energy sector

growing, there is a significant need for energy storage and alternative sources of continuous

power. Reversible Solid Oxide Cells (R-SOCs) are of particular interest due to their ability to

utilize electrochemistry to convert chemical energy to electrical energy and vice versa with no

carbon or particulate emissions. This study developed a Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cell (SOEC)

mathematical model. Additionally, a SOEC is modeled using the process simulation software

packages Aspen Plus and IDAES. It can be combined with a Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC)

model to analyze an R-SOC. The simulations determine the operating efficiency of the SOEC,

and recommendations for improved SOFC design were made using this data.

Methodology

R-SOCs are capable of SOFC and SOEC operational modes, serving as electrical power

and fuel generation, respectively. Other research groups have previously modeled R-SOCs and

their modes for thermodynamic analysis, typically using chemical simulation software. This

study will use mathematical models combined with software to model a SOFC and a SOEC. The

software that our group will use to replicate and build on the previous iteration of this project

will be IDAES and Aspen Plus. It is important to note that both programs are relatively new,
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with IDAES being released just six years ago in 2016 and Aspen Plus being released in 1982.

Examples of past R-SOC research utilizing IDAES are comparatively scarce.

Key Findings

Results for the SOFC and SOEC simulations from both software programs produced

polarization curves that depicted a voltage variation with temperature. For the SOFC models, it

was found that a higher operating temperature led to higher voltages. For the SOEC models,

there was a more limited relationship with temperature, but higher temperature required lower

voltage. When evaluating voltage efficiency, our models suggest that both cell types benefit from

higher temperatures. Additionally, a relationship with current density shows that approaching the

limiting current density of the cell negatively impacts the performance, decreasing voltage in

SOFC mode and increasing voltage in SOEC mode.

For the mathematical models, the multiple forms of electrochemical loss were isolated and

analyzed to assess the effectiveness of our loss models. The electrochemical losses were

calculated using the same methods for both the SOFC and SOEC. These losses can be isolated

graphically at set temperatures to depict the different behavior of each modeling equation with a

variation in current density. The results show that ohmic and activation losses are linearly

approximated within this range, increasing with current density. Activation loss is displayed on a

log scale for current density. The mathematical models were used to manually generate a set of

polarization curves for three different temperatures, 1073 K, 1173 K, and 1273 K. These results

rely strictly on the equations covered in Section 3.3 and proved to be simple and software-free

way to simulate the SOFC and SOEC.
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Broader Impacts

Engineering Ethics

Engineers are tasked with following the principles described in the ASME (American

Society of Mechanical Engineers) Code of Ethics. This needs to be done in order to maintain and

guide engineers’ ethics and morals to make sure that the profession is used for the benefit of

society. These principles state the following:

1. [Engineers uphold and advance the integrity, honor and dignity of the engineering profession

by] using their knowledge and skill for the enhancement of human welfare (ASME, 2012).

2. [...] being honest and impartial, and serving with fidelity their clients (including their

employers) and the public (ASME, 2012).

3. [...] striving to increase the competence and prestige of the engineering profession (ASME,

2012).

We can see through these principles that our team has satisfied each of them. The main objective

of our project has been to improve the reversible solid oxide cell efficiency so that they may be

used as environmentally friendly low-cost energy sources domestically and globally.

Additionally, our research, models, simulations, and paper content were all conducted and

created using accurate information from reliable sources (Note: Some sources vary on the type of

equations used in SOFC/SOEC models. However, we used the equations that fit our models

appropriately and accurately with the input parameters. Future groups may want to change said

equations based on their needs for parameters or the needs of their sponsor). Finally, all the

findings of our projects are delivered in such a way that we have strived to educate engineers and

increase the positive reliability of the engineering profession.
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Societal Impact

R-SOCs create large amounts of energy relative to their assembly, operation, and

maintenance costs. Because of this, they possess the potential to provide entire populated areas

with electricity, not just single-family homes. Additionally, concerning the ongoing climate

crisis, the fact that R-SOCs are entirely environmentally friendly is a big plus for implementing

them in cities and suburban neighborhoods. This research focuses primarily on modeling and

analyzing R-SOC systems. Any effort to implement energy storage systems coupled with

renewable energy production should pay attention to environmental justice issues. R-SOC

technology should be utilized to aid communities in the transition away from harmful and

polluting sources of power.

Environmental & Sustainability Impact

Fossil fuels are currently the standard when it comes to energy production, both

domestically and abroad. Fuel cells are beginning to show themselves as a more environmentally

friendly alternative to these fossil fuels. Furthermore, solid oxide cells are proving to additionally

be one of the most sustainable types of these fuel cells. This is due to the fact that the only

byproduct of the whole R-SOC process is water and heat, leading to lower pollutant outputs and

less greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere. Additionally, they don’t require power lines, so they

can be easily accessible to remote communities without centralizing an energy system. This

would reduce the environmental impact of said transmission lines. These factors strengthen our

belief in the importance of our research, as well as the hope that further development of R-SOCs

will create a positive impact on both the environment and our society (Stambouli & Traversa,

2002).
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1.0 Introduction

A fuel cell is any device that uses a chemical reaction to generate electricity. The first

fuel cell was utilized to conduct electrolysis of water in 1839 by Sir William Grove. Despite the

successful output of its intended products from the reaction, it did not produce enough electricity

to be considered useful. Since then, fuel cell development led by companies such as Siemens

Westinghouse Power Corporation and Sulzer has improved their overall efficiency, gradually

evolving the technology to a point where it now stands on the precipice of being able to operate

effectively alongside other modern means of electric power generation.

A Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) is a specific type of fuel cell where the majority of its

components are constructed of ceramic (as opposed to metal) that are operated at high

temperatures, performing reverse electrolysis to generate electricity. It was first discovered in

1937 by Walter Nernst, with the use of ZrO2 as an ion conductor for oxygen

(Steinberger-Wilckens, 2016). In 1963, the US Electrical Power Corporation of North America

created the first Reversible Solid Oxide Cell (R-SOC), combining a SOFC and a Solid Oxide

Electrolyzer Cell (SOEC), the latter of which consumes electricity to perform electrolysis of

water, separating hydrogen and water (Service, 2020). R-SOCs have the potential to play a major

role in the transition of modern societies to renewable energy, as in addition to generating

electricity, they can also perform electrolysis to consume electricity and store the energy

chemically as hydrogen gas. The R-SOC can store electricity chemically in times of excess

production, and release the stored energy at times of high demand (Gómez & Hotza, 2016). The

current design of these cells can theoretically be improved upon even further by lowering the

cost of materials and manufacturing, and devising ways to increase their overall efficiency and

operational lifetimes.
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The previous iteration of this project focused primarily on creating a simplified

simulation of a SOFC in chemical process simulation softwares Aspen Plus and IDAES. These

models were compared to existing literature and experimental observations for validation. It was

found through the previous iteration of this research that greater efficiency for SOFCs could be

obtained by increasing the operational temperature, fuel utilization, and inlet fuel pressure of the

cells.

The transition to renewable energies requires the use of energy storage to manage grid

demand and supply. R-SOCs have significant potential to fulfill this need, but require additional

research to increase efficiency and operational lifetime. Therefore, the goal of this work is to not

only verify the results found in the previous iteration of this research, but incorporate a SOEC

module into the simulations. In doing this, we hope to gain additional understanding of these

systems, and provide recommendations on how to solve the current design flaws and increase

R-SOC efficiency.
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2.0 Literature Review

In this section, we will review the basic concepts important to understand for this study,

covering the thermodynamic and chemical behavior of reversible solid oxide cells. This will lead

to the methods for modeling reversible solid oxide cells (R-SOCs) and a review of existing

literature on the topic. Assessing current progress in software modeling of reversible solid oxide

cells will aid us in determining how to appropriately construct our models. Additionally, we will

cover the challenges we expect to encounter in our attempts to model these systems.

2.1 Thermodynamic Properties

There are a few fundamental thermodynamic properties that we need to have a thorough

understanding of before we can begin to understand the behavior of reversible solid oxide cells:

energy, work, heat, entropy, Gibbs free energy. By reviewing these concepts and their relations to

each other we can better understand the efficiency evaluations of reversible cells, as well as their

inner workings and how to properly model them. The properties are covered in the sections

below.

2.1.1 Energy

Energy as a concept is the capacity to do work, and it can come in various forms;

mechanical, chemical, electrical, or thermal primarily. In thermodynamics, energy is transferred

by either heat or work. This brings us to the first law of thermodynamics, which states that the

energy in a system must be conserved. A system can be thought of as having boundaries, and the

internal energy change must account for the heat or work transferred across the system

boundaries (Denker, 2014).
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Figure 1: Representation of a system's internal energy change, ΔU (heat transferred in (in,

positive), work done by the system on surroundings (out, negative))

2.1.2 Work and Heat

As mentioned above, energy is the capacity to do work. Therefore, when work is

performed by a system, it is the transfer of energy from within the system to its surroundings. A

simple example could be applying heat to gas in a chamber with a piston. The gas will then do

mechanical work by increasing in pressure and applying a force on the piston to move it. In the

diagram above, Q can be interpreted as the heat applied to the chamber, and the work is shown as

W. In thermodynamics, to transfer energy in the form of heat, there needs to be a temperature

difference. Referencing the first law of thermodynamics for the system in Figure 1, the energy is

conserved as the internal energy change is equal to the heat applied minus the work done.

2.1.3 Entropy

Entropy can most easily be understood as the disorder that a system is under. As a system

becomes more disordered, the number of possible states increases, and so does the entropy. The

second law of thermodynamics states that entropy never decreases in a closed system, explaining
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why an object at lower temperature can never spontaneously transfer heat to an object of higher

temperature. To mathematically define change in entropy, according to the Second Law of

Thermodynamics, we simply divide the heat transferred between the system and the

surroundings by temperature (Hall, 2021):

Equation 1: 𝑆 = 𝑄
𝑇

2.1.4 Gibbs Free Energy and Exergy

The change in Gibbs free energy is defined as the amount of energy that can be extracted

from a chemical reaction. To find Gibbs free energy before and after a reaction, a similar

equation to exergy is used:

Equation 2: 𝐵 =  𝐻 −  𝑇 * 𝑆

where H is the enthalpy of the components, S is the entropy, and T is the temperature. Exergy is

defined as the amount of work a system can perform when it is brought into thermodynamic

equilibrium with its environment (Jørgensen & Fath, 2008). In simpler terms, this is the amount

of work that may be “reversible” within a system. In this case, reversible is referring to work that

can be used to return the system to its initial starting state.

2.2 R-SOCs

This section will outline the specifics in the operation and analysis of R-SOCs, including

the necessary characteristics to implement in our software model. It is important to first

understand the basics of reversible solid oxide cell operation. First, we will cover the chemical

reaction that occurs in R-SOCs, and this will lead us to the necessary physical characteristics of
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the cells, including materials used in production. Next we will cover the thermodynamics of cell

operation, software modeling of R-SOCs, and present roadblocks to development of R-SOCs.

2.2.1 Chemical Reactions of SOFCs

In order for an SOFC to produce an electrical current, a chemical reaction must occur

between hydrogen and oxygen gasses to form water vapor. The reactants in this equation are

diatomic hydrogen and oxygen gas, and the product is water:

Equation 3: 2H2 (g) + O2 (g) → 2H2O (g)

The above reaction can be decomposed into two electrochemical half-reactions which

more accurately describe the behavior of an SOFC. By separating the above reaction spatially in

the fuel cell with an electrically insulating material, it allows for the extraction of current from

the process. The electrodes in an SOFC are often referred to as the anode and the cathode, but in

this paper we will refer to the fuel side (hydrogen side) and the air side (oxygen side) to avoid

confusion when discussing SOEC components. The reaction at the fuel electrode involves

hydrogen being oxidized. In this process the hydrogen releases electrons:

Equation 4: 2H2 (g) + 2O2- → 2H2O (g) + 4e-

At the air electrode, the diatomic oxygen atoms undergo a reduction process where they

gain four electrons released by the hydrogen atoms at the anode, forming two peroxide anions.

These anions flow through the ionic conductor, also known as the electrolyte, where they meet

the oxidized hydrogen and combine to form water (Maric & Mirshekari, 2020):

Equation 5: O2 (g) + 4e- → 2O2-
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2.2.2 Chemical Reactions of SOECs

In SOEC mode, the R-SOC consumes electricity to convert water vapor into hydrogen

and oxygen gas. This reaction can be used to convert electrical energy to chemical energy, stored

as hydrogen which can later be used in the R-SOC in SOFC mode to generate power. The overall

reaction can be summarized by the chemical equation below:

Equation 6: 2H2O (g) → 2H2 (g) + O2 (g)

Just like when operating in SOFC mode, the above reaction can be decomposed into two

electrochemical half reactions. At the fuel side, water vapor enters the cell and is reduced,

gaining electrons. The hydrogen gas separated in this process flows out of the cell, and the other

product, an oxygen anion, is carried through the electrolyte. The reaction can be characterized by

the equation below:

Equation 7: 2H2O (g) + 4e- → 2H2 (g) + 2O2-

The second electrochemical half reaction describes the chemical process at the air

electrode. Here, the oxygen anions that traveled through the electrolyte are oxidized, releasing

their electrons and becoming diatomic oxygen gas (Gómez & Hotza, 2016).

Equation 8: 2O2- → O2 (g) + 4e-

2.2.3 Components and Materials of R-SOCs

In order to facilitate the reactions described above in Section 2.2.1 for fuel cell operation,

the relevant reactants need to be transported to the cell, requiring two separate flows, one for

hydrogen and one for oxygen. It is important that these flows are balanced properly. If the flow

rate for the reactants is too low, the fuel cell will not have sufficient fuel to operate at expected

efficiency. If the flow rate of the reactants is too high, not all of the fuel will be utilized and again
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efficiency will suffer. Therefore, the fuel cell must have some way to regulate the reactant flow

rates. This usually comes in the form of flow field plates (O’Hayre et al., 2016).

Figure 2: Typical SOFC flow diagram (Wang et al., 2019)

In fuel cell operation, once the flow of hydrogen reaches the fuel cell, it enters a porous

electrode on the fuel side. The material used for this particular component is an important factor

in the successful operation of the fuel cell. The electrochemical reaction occurs at what is known

as the triple phase boundary (TPB), which is where the gaseous fuel, electrode, and electrolyte

meet. Therefore, the fuel and air electrode materials must be permeable to allow for the flow of

gas, but also electrically conductive. Additionally, due to the high operating temperatures of

R-SOCs, the material must have high thermal stability.

For the fuel side of the cell, this is usually accomplished with the use of a Nickel

Yttria-Stabilized Zirconia (Ni-YSZ) cermet. The YSZ in the cermet provides exceptional

resistance to thermal expansion, allowing more mechanical stability when bound to a thermally
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sensitive electrolyte. The nickel allows the anode to maintain high electrical conductivity, while

also acting as a catalyst for the oxidation of the fuel (Maric & Mirshekari, 2020).

Figure 3: Microscopic view of major SOFC components (common materials) (Nascimento et al.,

2012)

For the air side of the cell, the oxygen gas flow enters a porous electrode in fuel cell

operation mode. The design considerations for the air electrode are similar to those of the fuel

electrode; the material must have high electrical conductivity, porosity, catalytic activity, and a

compatible thermal expansion coefficient. Due to the kinetics of the reduction reaction, the air
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electrode must have good performance as an ionic conductor in order to extend the TPB. The

materials found to fulfill these requirements are perovskites. Their formula of ABO3-δ, with A

and B denoting cations, allows for various chemical compositions. Historically, the most

common perovskite used for SOFCs has been strontium-doped lanthanum manganite, with a

formula of La1-xSrxMnO3±δ, also known as LSM (Sun et al., 2009).

These two half reactions must be separated by an electrolyte or ion conductor at the

critical phase point, to allow for the flow of oxygen ions. Electrolytes are typically constructed of

an oxygen ion-conductive ceramic. That ceramic must meet certain criteria: electrically

insulating, to prevent the flow of electrons and force them to generate a current between the

anode and the cathode, dense structure as it must be of sufficient density to prevent flow of

hydrogen and oxygen gas, and only allow for the flow of oxygen ions, sufficient ionic

conductivity (the electronic conductivity of the electrolyte must be sufficiently low in order to

provide a high energy conversion efficiency) also the oxide ion conductivity must be high to

minimize the ohmic loss, and thermal stability, since the electrolyte is exposed to its fuel at

elevated temperatures (Aussielo, n.d.)

The most common material used for R-SOC electrolytes is Yttria-Stabilized Zirconia

(YSZ), the same material commonly used in the cermet of the fuel side, as it is completely

non-reactive with the anode and cathode at typical operating temperatures. Cells running at lower

temperature ranges (less than 600C) may benefit from the use of a different material, such as

Gadolinium or Samarium-doped cerium dioxide (CeO2) as the ionic conductivity of YSZ at

lower temperatures is insufficient. Other materials that could be used for the electrolyte include

scandia-stabilized zirconia, lanthanum gallates, and LSMG or LSCF compounds (La, Sr)(Mg,
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Ga)O3 or (La, Sr)(Co, Fe2O3) some of which have improved performance at more intermediate

temperatures (Aussielo, n.d) (Gómez & Hotza, 2016).

Figure 4: List of common SOFC hardware materials (Maric, 2020)

Together, with the electrolyte separating them, the half reactions occur at both the fuel

and air sides. The result, as stated, is the byproducts of water and mass amounts of energy. This

is due to the fact that the formation of the intermolecular hydrogen bonds and intramolecular

covalent bonds are exothermic, meaning that these aforementioned chemical reactions release

large amounts of energy (rather than using up energy like in an SOEC).
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More goes on with these reactions than just their reactants and byproducts though, which

is why thermodynamics of these cells have to be taken into account too. The two most important

thermodynamic properties to understand the electrochemical reactions of these cells are: energy

and voltage. The reasoning behind energy being so important is that energy is, as stated, one of

the outputs of these reactions, but it is also used to calculate the total voltage of the cell too (see

equation 5 in the next section for further information). The reasoning behind voltage being so

important is that voltage is the electrical output that actually determines whether a fuel cell is:

efficient, effective, and useful in a number of different environments or situations. Voltage is also

the unit and property used to demonstrate and measure many of the important losses that need to

be analyzed to determine where a fuel cell is lacking efficiency and how one may fix said lack of

efficiency. One is activation losses, which are the losses caused by an overly large amount of the

activation energy used in a reaction (see equation 8 in the next section for further information),

and which are measured and analyzed in volts.

2.2.4 Thermodynamics of SOECs

In order to construct a thermodynamically and electrochemically accurate model of an

R-SOC, we must have a thorough understanding of the governing equations for the cell operating

in both SOFC and SOEC directions. This section will cover the thermodynamic principles

related to the SOEC mode of the R-SOC, as incorporating the SOEC module into the R-SOC

model is the main focus of this work.

Before examining the governing equations of SOECs, it is important to understand the

concept of Gibbs free energy. As discussed in section 2.1.1, energy can be defined as the ability

to do work. Gibbs free energy, often denoted by G, is used to describe the theoretical maximum
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work that can be extracted from a thermodynamically isolated process at a constant pressure and

temperature. The change in Gibbs free energy ΔG, is given by the equation below, where ΔH is

enthalpy change, T is temperature in Kelvin, and ΔS is entropy change (Flowers et al., 2019):

Equation 9: Δ𝐺 =  Δ𝐻 − 𝑇Δ𝑆

The reversible voltage of the cell can be determined thermodynamically, and is dictated

by the Gibbs free energy available in the reaction. The equation below is used to calculate the

reversible voltage of the cell Er, where ΔG is the Gibbs free energy change, n is the number of

moles of electrons, and F is Faraday’s constant (AlZahrani & Dincer, 2017):

Equation 10: 𝐸
𝑟

= Δ𝐺
𝑛𝐹

The equation above cannot be used to determine the real voltage of the cell, as it does not

take any variables into consideration other than the thermodynamically ideal Gibbs free energy

change. Therefore, we must rely on the Nernst equation to get us closer to an accurate voltage

approximation. The Nernst voltage En is given below, where R is the universal gas constant, ,𝑝
𝐻

2

, and are the partial pressures of hydrogen, oxygen, and water vapor respectively, and T𝑝
𝑂

2

𝑝
𝐻

2
𝑂

is the temperature of the reaction (Wang et al., 2020):

Equation 11: 𝐸
𝑛

= Δ𝐺
𝑛𝐹 + 𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹 𝑙𝑛
𝑝

𝐻
2

𝑝
𝑂

2

𝑝
𝐻

2
𝑂( )

The Nernst voltage is a closer approximation of the actual performance of an SOEC, but

there are additional losses that occur during operation. For this study, the equation used to

determine all polarization curves will be some variation of the equation below, where Ecell is the

real voltage of the cell, En is the Nernst voltage, ΔEact is the activation polarization, ΔEohm is the

ohmic polarization, and ΔEconc is the concentration polarization (O’Hayre et al., 2016):
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Equation 12: 𝐸
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

= 𝐸
𝑛

+ Δ𝐸
𝑎𝑐𝑡

+ Δ𝐸
𝑜ℎ𝑚

+ Δ𝐸
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐

It is important to note that the above equation is the same format when the R-SOC is

being analyzed in SOFC mode; the polarization losses are instead subtracted from the Nernst

voltage as the cell is producing electricity. As discussed above, this equation is extremely

important as it dictates the structure of SOFC and SOEC polarization curves.

Polarization curves are the most widely used metric for R-SOC performance, and they are

also commonly used to analyze other types of electrochemical fuel cells. A polarization curve,

also known as a j-V curve, is a depiction of the relationship between the current and the voltage

of the cell. The current is often expressed in terms of current density (A/cm2) in order to

accurately compare cells with different areas. Polarization curves can be seen as a type of

efficiency curve for fuel cells, as the amount of fuel consumed directly relates to the current of

the cell, and a drop in cell potential brings a corresponding drop in power per unit of fuel

(O’Hayre et al., 2016).

There are three main regions of a polarization curve based on the equation above. These

zones are labeled in Fig. 2, and correspond to the polarizations in the above equation. At low

current densities, activation loss is the most significant. For intermediate current density values,

ohmic losses generally dominate, resulting in a linear segment of the j-V curve. Finally, at higher

current densities, concentration losses result in a sharp increase in cell voltage.

Activation losses in electrochemical cells are caused by reaction kinetics. What this

means is that the activation losses of a cell are based on the rate at which a reaction occurs. If a

cell’s temperature were to increase, this would generally speed up the chemical reactions as the

reactants require less energy to undergo the reaction, therefore the activation losses of the cell
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would be lowered. This is because the cell now requires less energy (in the form of voltage) to

start and finish its electrochemical reactions (Laidler, 2008).

Figure 5: Example polarization curve of an electrolysis cell

To determine the total activation loss, we sum the activation losses of the anode and

cathode separately. Terms with a subscript a denote anodic values, and terms with a subscript c

denote cathodic values. These letters are also commonly replaced by i to denote that there are

two corresponding forms for an equation. The equation below characterizes total activation loss,

where ni is the number of transferred electrons, j is the current density, j0,i is the exchange

current density, and ⍺ is the transfer coefficient (Wang et al., 2020):

Equation 13: Δ𝐸
𝑎𝑐𝑡

= 𝑅𝑇
𝐹𝑛

𝑎
⍺ 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ−1 𝑗

2𝑗
0,𝑎

( ) + 𝑅𝑇
𝐹𝑛

𝑐
⍺ 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ−1 𝑗

2𝑗
0,𝑐

( )
To find the exchange current density, the equation below is used where Eact,i is the

activation energy, not to be confused with the activation polarization ΔEact, and γi is the

pre-exponential factor (Wang et al., 2020):
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Equation 14: 𝑗
0,𝑖

= γ
𝑖
𝑒𝑥𝑝

−𝐸
𝑎𝑐𝑡,𝑖

𝑅𝑇( )
Ohmic losses in electrochemical cells are caused by the ionic and electrolytic resistance.

The resistance to the flow of ions through the electrolyte is generally the largest contributor to

ohmic loss (Maric & Mirshekari, 2020). For the same reason that current density is used when

considering current, a concept known as Area Specific Resistance (ASR) is used when

calculating ohmic losses. ASR takes into consideration the area of the cell to account for the

scaling of resistance with area. To find the ASR, the equation below is used:

Equation 15: RASR = pionicdionic + pede = pada + pede + pcdc

The a, e, c, p, and d in this equation stand for anode, electrolyte, cathode, resistivity, and

thickness, respectively. The ionic resistance is pada + pcdc because the anode and cathode are

where ions are flowing in the cell (anode having positively flowing ions, and the cathode having

negatively flowing ions). The electrolytic resistance is pede because the electrolyte doesn’t have

multiple parts in order to find its resistance. The sum of these two resistance is the total ASR for

the ohmic losses. Additionally, this has to be multiplied by the current density (represented by J)

to get the voltage yielded from the ohmic losses, as seen in the equation below:

Equation 16: ohm = RASRJΔ𝐸

Concentration losses in electrochemical cells are caused by any sort of “buildup” in

concentration within the cell. This means that when a cell’s current density is too high, or when a

cell is experiencing a backup of reactants or products (meaning that the reactions aren’t

happening fast enough, or the products aren’t evacuating themselves from the cell quick enough),

the cell loses efficiency, and therefore experiences concentration losses. These losses can be

calculated using the equation:
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Equation 17: conc = lnΔ𝐸 𝑅𝑇
𝑧𝐹 1 − 𝑗

𝑗
𝐿

( )
The R in this case no longer stands for resistance, but stands for the universal gas

constant. The z and F being other constants: the constant number of moles of electrons that are

transferred in our redox reaction, and the Faraday constant. And, finally, the j being the current

density, and the jL being the limiting current density (Maric, et al, 2020) .

In addition to calculating the losses involved in the simulation of an SOEC module, it is

also important to know the equations used to calculate efficiency. Efficiency is a good metric to

use to determine effective performance in a range of operating conditions. While it can be useful

to see voltage as calculated above, efficiency gives us insight into the ratio between the predicted

voltage given by the Gibbs free energy and the actual voltage calculated by adding the ohmic,

activation, and concentration losses. In a conventional thermodynamic heat engine process,

efficiency is usually given by dividing the work gained, Wout by the heat put in, Qin as shown by

Equation 18. In the case of the SOEC, the voltage efficiency vol is given by Equation 19, whereη

En is the Nernst voltage and Ecell is the actual voltage of the cell (Menon et al., 2013).

Equation 18: η
𝑡ℎ

=
𝑊

𝑜𝑢𝑡| |
𝑄

𝑖𝑛

Equation 19: η
𝑣𝑜𝑙

=
𝐸

𝑛

𝐸
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

2.2.5 Relationships Between Reactions, Components, and Thermodynamics

The relationship between a cell’s reactions, its components, and its thermodynamics are

what ties everything together and allows the cell to work properly and efficiently. In our case, the

components are the materials that build the cell. This includes, but is not limited to the anode,

cathode, electrolyte, interconnects, seals, etc. The reactions are what take place within those
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components. This includes, but is not limited to the half reactions that take place in both the

anode and the cathode. And, lastly, all these components, materials, and reactions are only able

to take place with the proper thermodynamics laws, conditions, constants, and properties taking

place in harmony with each other.

2.3 Software Modeling of R-SOCs

As previously mentioned, R-SOCs utilize both an SOFC and an SOEC operational mode,

acting as electrical power and fuel generation respectively. R-SOCs and their modes have

previously been modeled by other research groups for the purpose of thermodynamic analysis,

typically digitally using chemical simulation software. This study will use mathematical models

combined with software to model R-SOCs. The software that our group will be using to replicate

and build on the previous iteration of this project will be IDAES and Aspen Plus. Before going

into the methodology for our software simulations, the following subsections will detail basic

overviews and findings from several previous studies done using both software programs as

examples of their framework and capabilities. It is important to note that both programs are

relatively new, with IDAES being released just six years ago in 2016, and Aspen Plus being

released in 1982, and therefore examples of past R-SOC research utilizing IDAES is

comparatively scarce.

2.3.1 Software Modeling in Aspen Plus

Since Aspen Plus is a chemical process simulation software, many studies that utilize the

program to analyze R-SOCs are doing so to determine the functionality of R-SOCs within larger

systems. For example, a study done in 2013 by Redissi and Bouallou (2013) focused on the
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co-electrolysis of CO2 with H2O using an SOEC module in order to reduce CO2 emissions and

produce syngas. They constructed an Aspen Plus model to simulate the steps required to conduct

the co-electrolysis, with the SOEC module being one small part of their larger flowsheet. Their

study simulated the electrolysis process first using two REquil reactor components in Aspen Plus

to account for the reverse water gas shift reaction. Next in their flowsheet was an RStoic reactor

component to simulate the electrolysis step in the SOEC, configured with a CO2 conversion rate

of 0.05 and an H2O conversion rate of 0.98. Ultimately, their study focused on the economic

viability of co-electrolysis of CO2 and H2O and found that it is not yet competitive with other

technologies, but with further development of SOECs it could prove to be an efficient way to

produce syngas and valorize CO2.

Figure 6: Syngas production flowsheet from Redissi and Bouallou (2013)

Another study conducted by Hauck, Herrmann, and Spliethoff in 2017 examined closely

the behavior of a modeled R-SOC is Aspen Plus. The model presented in this study consisted of

an R-SOC which contained two separate modules to represent the SOFC and SOEC modes. The

work of Hauck et al. (2017) proves to be the most relevant to this work, as the SOEC flowsheet

is presented and examined in detail. It is important to note that similar to Redissi and Bouallou’s

work in 2013, Hauck et al. (2017) focus on an SOEC running with CO2 and H2O, therefore it

requires additional steps and reactors. As shown in Figure 7 below, the SOEC block contains a
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RGibbs reactor, Mixer, RStoic, Separator, a second RGibbs reactor, a second Separator, and a

recycle stream for unreacted H2O. The study found that the performance of the R-SOC is

extremely dependent on the materials used and parameters like activation energy and

conductivity. From the experiments run, CO2 was determined to have a positive effect on

performance of the electrolysis step of operation. It was determined that using air instead of

oxygen decreases operational voltage, yielding better performance in SOEC mode, but worse

performance in SOFC mode. A higher concentration of H2 was found to positively affect

performance. Additionally, it was found that increasing temperature yields increased voltage in

SOFC mode and decreased voltage in SOEC mode, leading to an overall improvement in

performance (Hauck et al., 2017).

Figure 7: SOEC Block from Hauck et al. (2017)

Perhaps the most extensive study conducted to analyze R-SOC systems was conducted by

Mottaghizadeh et al. in 2017. The research group constructed a complete, independent R-SOC

system in Aspen Plus by thermally optimizing the plant and its components. Featured in this

model are many components for heat recovery and latent heat utilization such as heat storage

tanks. Similar to the studies reviewed previously, Mottaghizadeh et al. focused on both SOFC
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and SOEC operation with CO2 in the fuel stream. As shown in Figure 8 below, the flowsheet for

the SOEC block in this study consists of a preliminary RGibbs reactor to simulate the RWGS of

the stream containing water and carbon dioxide. Next, the equalized stream enters an RStoic

reactor block where it is reacted according to stoichiometric settings, then separated by a

Separator block into oxygen and fuel streams. The fuel stream is reacted in another RGibbs block

before mixing with the oxygen stream and exiting the SOEC system. Ultimately, this study found

that increasing operating pressure improves the efficiency of the reactor, but decreases the

efficiency of the entire system.

Figure 8: SOEC Block from Mottaghizadeh et al.

The studies examined above give us an idea of how to construct an SOEC block in Aspen

Plus given our operating parameters. It must feature an RStoic reactor which is properly

configured such that the reaction occurs according to the stoichiometry of water electrolysis.

Additionally, we learn that we will need components to achieve the proper temperature and
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pressure for the reaction such as Heater blocks. Additionally, we must consider incorporating a

recycled stream of non-reacted water to simulate the continuous nature of the electrochemical

reactions in an SOEC.

2.3.2 Software Modeling in IDAES

IDAES is primarily used to simulate transient thermal flow as well as chemical processes.

A recent study done by Gentile, Vesely, Ghouse, Goyal, and Kapat in 2022 focused on modeling

an air cooler to be used to cool supercritical CO2 gas used as a working fluid in heat engines

utilizing the Brayton cycle. Our solid oxide simulation isn't too different from this, as we are also

using a gas (vapor form) of H2O, which is another supercritical fluid that is similar to CO2.

In our case, however, we’ll be using IDAES to model our “Polarization Curves'' for our

R-SOCs. IDAES is a great program for this, as it simply utilizes Python to allow the user to code

a number of parameters that need to be set for said curves. Once this is completed, the curves can

then be plotted through Juniper (the Python software platform that is most notably used for

IDAES), and then after that, the user can just complete this cycle until a proper number of

samples are collected.
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3.0 Methodology

The following chapter that will cover the main procedural methods used for the modeling

of the aforementioned thermodynamic processes. Utilizing two chemical process simulation

softwares IDAES (Institute of Design of Advanced Energy Systems) and Aspen Plus (of

AspenTech software), relevant process parameters were both calculated and visualized. After

successfully following up on and replicating the previous group’s research and simulation

processes, our group built on those results to test new process parameters and develop new

models for comparison and to provide recommendations to SOFC researchers and future project

groups on the benefits and disadvantages of each modeling package.

3.1 Software: Aspen Plus

AspenTech provides one of the leading process simulation software packages in the

chemical and energy industries, and is similar in form and function to IDAES. Its primary

strength lies in its ability to simulate sophisticated, rigorous chemical processes and how

reactions, compounds, systems, and even electrolyte solutions react within a modeled system via

complex mathematical calculations. Aspen Plus is a software within the larger AspenTech

software catalog, and specializes in steady state chemical process simulation. In this type of

software, the user constructs a model of the chemical process of interest, and the software

determines the behavior of the various components and flows using complex mathematical

models (AspenTech, n.d.).
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3.1.1 Aspen Plus Advantages

Aspen Plus excels in providing the user with a straightforward interface through which

they can construct chemical models containing many components and materials. Additionally,

Aspen Plus provides users with powerful methods to analyze chemical processes through

sensitivity and convergence analysis. The data can then be processed through Fortran code or

Excel spreadsheets to create curves that determine the effects of the analyzed parameters

(Ortega, n.d.). Each step in creating a chemical process model in Aspen Plus is clearly presented

to users by the use of a “next” button, which sequences to the next required input for the

simulation to run. Once all parameters are input by the user, the “next” button will run the

simulation. However, this functionality depends on the user’s expertise in constructing accurate

and detailed flowsheets, a task which can be difficult for users new to Aspen Plus.

3.1.2 Aspen Plus Limitations

Aspen Plus is a steady state chemical process simulator, meaning it is incapable of

modeling dynamic chemical processes without significant user input and control. Since Aspen

Plus is designed for large scale chemical processes, it is limited to simulating chemical reactions

through single blocks, meaning it struggles to simulate detailed steps in chemical reactions, such

as the individual electron movements in the R-SOC reactions. Aspen Plus also lacks the ability to

analyze the fluid dynamics or the electrical behavior of systems without the use of user defined

calculator blocks.
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3.2 Software: IDAES

IDAES is an up-and-coming multi-scale modeling and optimization framework currently

for all development stages of advanced energy systems from materials to process, to system to

market. Utilizing Python as its base language, it is capable of creating and simulating dynamic

models and processing data of varying types through use of algebraic algorithms. It is also

capable of automated modeling and optimizing thermodynamic, physical property and kinetic

models from experimental data, which allows for the design and modeling of conceptual

systems, power plants, dynamic process operations, chemical reactions, and more. IDAES can

also provide reliable simulation data based on existing models from similar software for

individual components as well as larger scale operations involving stacks/circuits and even entire

electrical grids.

3.2.1 IDAES Advantages

As IDAES is an open-source software, it can be changed by any user according to their

needs/desired application of the software. It is capable of running both steady-state and transient

simulations, with similar functionality to Aspen. Preset models all consist of unit models for each

individual component in the modeling system, and each unit model can be written/changed in

any level of code.

3.2.2 IDAES Limitations

A disadvantage of IDAES lies in its inconvenient software installation - outdated

instructions and specific installation methods meant that typical installation methods would
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fulfill certain installation requirements, but not be able to initialize the simulation program. As

the software is new, it does not yet have a convenient dedicated installer for multiple OS options.

While it possesses some similarities to Aspen, it does not yet possess a similar graphical user

interface that would aid in the visualization and optimization of simulated flows and models.

3.3 Selecting a Mathematical R-SOC Model

A number of different components and parts may be used to power an SOFC, however,

many of these only help to improve the thermodynamic efficiency of the SOFC. In regards to

this project, only three vital parts of the stack are required to ensure proper operation of the

SOFC. This includes the electrolyte, electrodes, and any of the interconnects between the

components. This is considered to be the most simple model of a Solid Oxide Fuel cell. The air

flow input is led through the cathode to pass over oxygen ions to the opposite side. On the

opposite side, the fuel flow input leads through the anode and retrieves the oxygen ions being

transported through the movement of electrons in the electrolyte and the electric current.

3.3.1 Fuel Cell Mathematical Model

Certain assumptions about the thermodynamic models and processes involved in the

simulations were necessary, so that the results were appropriate. Additionally, various operating

parameters were selected from previous studies of SOFC systems. Assumptions and parameters

are covered below:

- Components are perfectly thermally insulated. Material insulation properties don’t allow

for the heat transfer between the system and its surroundings; waste heat would lead to a

less thermally efficient process, and therefore less efficient cell operation and output.
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- All gasses supplied to the SOFC system are ideal gasses. In addition, partial pressures of

ideal fuel gas mixtures will be considered, but not the specific individual partial pressures

of other non-fuel ideal gasses present in those mixtures.

- The output of the fuel cell is pure water. All full is utilized, reacted, and forms water

without excess hydrogen or oxygen remaining.

- Operating temperature is maintained throughout the thermal process.

- System is steady-state and in thermal equilibrium. State variables such as internal energy,

gibbs free energy, exergy, etc. do not change over time, and there is no imbalance in

thermal energy within the system.

- Current density is uniform throughout the cell. Non-uniform current density would lead

to less predictable energy losses.

- The resistance of the cell stays constant, defined by the thickness and ionic conductivity

of the electrolyte, and the ohmic loss term, rohmic,const.

Table 1: Constants for SOFC Electrochemical Model

Constant Description Symbol Value Units

Universal gas constant R 8.314 J/K mol

Faraday's constant F 96485 C/mol

Reference pressure P_ref 1 atm

Reference temperature T_0 298.15 K

Moles of charge electrons
transferred in reaction n_e 2 mol

Entropy change of reaction at STP d_s -0.04434 kJ/K
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Table 2: Parameters for SOFC Electrochemical Model

Parameters Symbol Value Units Reference

Input anolyte pressure H2_p 0.5 atm Chehadeh et al., 2022

Output anolyte pressure H2O_p 0.5 atm Chehadeh et al., 2022

Catholyte pressure O2_p 0.21 atm Chehadeh et al., 2022

Transfer coefficient a 0.5 - O’Hayre et al., 2016

SOFC Resistance R_ohm 0.057 ohm*cm^2 Hauck et al., 2017

Limiting current density i_L 0.65 A/cm^2 Chehadeh et al., 2022

Electrolyte thickness thick_e 0.00125 cm Hauck et al., 2017

Electrolyte ionic conductivity ion_e 333.3 1/(ohm*cm) Hauck et al., 2017

Pre-exponential factor: fuel side gam_f 205100 A/cm^2 Ni et al., 2007

Pre-exponential factor: oxygen side gam_o 1344000 A/cm^2 Ni et al., 2007

Activation energy: fuel side e_f 120000 J/mol Ni et al., 2007

Activation energy: oxygen side e_o 100000 J/mol Ni et al., 2007

Fuel utilization factor fuel_u 1 - Chehadeh et al., 2022

To create an SOFC model with these parameters, we must first calculate the Gibbs free

energy change of the reaction. This is done by referencing the chemical data of the reaction,

finding the change in enthalpy and the change in entropy. Putting these values into the equation

below yields the Gibbs free energy change:

Equation 20: Δ𝐺 =  − 241. 82 + 𝑇 * 0. 044423

Next, the equation below can be used to predict the voltage thermodynamically,

accounting for changes in entropy, concentration, and temperature:

Equation 21: 𝐸
𝑛

= −Δ𝐺
𝑛𝐹 + Δ𝑆

𝑛𝐹 (𝑇 − 𝑇
0
) − 𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹 𝑙𝑛
𝑝

𝐻
2

𝑝
𝑂

2

𝑝
𝐻

2
𝑂( )

We also must account for the various losses which occur within the cell. In this study,

ohmic loss, activation loss, and concentration loss are considered. For ohmic loss, the equation

below is used to approximate , where j is current density, is the thickness of theΔ𝐸
𝑜ℎ𝑚

δ
𝑒𝑙
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electrolyte, is the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte, and is the SOFC resistanceσ
𝑒𝑙

𝑟
𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑐,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡

obtained from previous studies.

Equation 22: Δ𝐸
𝑜ℎ𝑚

= 𝑗 *
δ

𝑒𝑙

σ
𝑒𝑙

+ 𝑟
𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑐,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡( )

In order to calculate the concentration losses, the constant c must be calculated, where α

is the transfer coefficient:

Equation 23: 𝑐 = 𝑅𝑇
𝑛𝐹( ) 1 + 1

α( )
Next, the concentration losses can be calculated using the equation below where jL is

limiting current density (O’Hayre et al., 2016):

Equation 24: Δ𝐸
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐

= 𝑐 * 𝑙𝑛
𝑗

𝐿

𝑗
𝐿
−𝑗( )

The activation loss is found by using Equation 13 and Equation 14 from Section 2.2.4.

Finally, all of the losses, , , and can be subtracted from the thermodynamicallyΔ𝐸
𝑜ℎ𝑚

Δ𝐸
𝑎𝑐𝑡

Δ𝐸
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐

predicted voltage in order to complete the SOFC model. This equation can be used to analyze the

system in various states with different temperatures, pressure, fuel concentrations, and current

densities:

Equation 25: 𝐸
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

= 𝐸
𝑛

− Δ𝐸
𝑎𝑐𝑡

− Δ𝐸
𝑜ℎ𝑚

− Δ𝐸
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐

To calculate the voltage efficiency of the fuel cell, the cell voltage is divided by the

Nernst voltage. This can be multiplied by one hundred to obtain a percent value. Efficiency can

also be measured in terms of hydrogen production efficiency, but voltage efficiency was favored

for this study as heat generation and consumption was not thoroughly considered for our model

(Menon et al., 2013):

Equation 26: η
𝑣𝑜𝑙

=
𝐸

𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝐸
𝑛
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3.3.2 Electrolyzer Cell Mathematical Model

As covered in the section above, a mathematical model was constructed based on existing

literature to simulate the electrochemical behavior of an SOFC in various operating conditions.

By using similar parameters to the SOFC model, and combining modeling equations from

various sources, we were able to construct a corresponding SOEC electrochemical model. The

constants used for this model are shown in Table 1, and the parameters are shown in Table 2. The

assumptions for this model are as follows:

- System is isothermal, and all components are thermally insulated

- The fuel supplied to the SOEC system is an ideal gas after heating

- All the gasses supplied to the SOEC system are pure. An oxygen partial pressure of 0.21

is utilized to simulate oxygen within air, but no other gasses from air are considered.

- The steam utilization factor is 0.6

- Cell structure is planar

- Current density is uniform throughout the cell

- Operating temperature is constant through each individual simulation

- System is steady-state and in thermal equilibrium

- The resistance of the cell stays constant, defined by the thickness and ionic conductivity

of the electrolyte, and the ohmic loss term, rohmic,const.

Table 3: Constants for SOEC Electrochemical Model

Constant Description Symbol Value Units

Universal gas constant R 8.314 J/K mol

Faraday's constant F 96485 C/mol

Reference pressure P_ref 1 atm

Reference temperature T_0 298.15 K

Moles of charge electrons n_e 2 mol
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transferred in reaction

Entropy change of reaction at STP d_s 0.04434 kJ/K

Table 4: Parameters for SOEC Electrochemical Model

Parameters Symbol Value Units Reference

Input anolyte pressure H2_p 0.5 atm Chehadeh et al., 2022

Output anolyte pressure H2O_p 0.5 atm Chehadeh et al., 2022

Catholyte pressure O2_p 0.21 atm Chehadeh et al., 2022

Transfer coefficient a 0.5 - O’Hayre et al., 2016

SOEC Resistance R_ohm 0.057 ohm*cm^2 Hauck et al., 2017

Limiting current density i_L 0.65 A/cm^2 Chehadeh et al., 2022

Electrolyte thickness thick_e 0.00125 cm Hauck et al., 2017

Electrolyte ionic conductivity ion_e 333.3 1/(ohm*cm) Hauck et al., 2017

Pre-exponential factor: fuel side gam_f 205100 A/cm^2 Ni et al., 2007

Pre-exponential factor: oxygen side gam_o 1344000 A/cm^2 Ni et al., 2007

Activation energy: fuel side e_f 120000 J/mol Ni et al., 2007

Activation energy: oxygen side e_o 100000 J/mol Ni et al., 2007

Steam utilization factor steam_u 0.6 - AlZahrani & Dincer, 2017

The SOEC model was constructed by utilizing the same general set of equations as the

SOFC model with some adjustments. The most notable difference is that voltage losses are

added to the thermodynamically predicted voltage, as shown in Equation 7. In order to properly

calculate the Gibbs free energy change for various temperatures, according to Equation 4, we

need the temperature and the entropy and enthalpy changes of the reaction. These are obtained

from chemical reference literature, and the equation below is constructed to find Gibbs free

energy change (Atkins et al., 2018):

Equation 28: Δ𝐺 =  241. 82 − 𝑇 * 0. 044423

Using the Gibbs free energy change, we can calculate a voltage at various temperatures.

However, temperature also affects entropy. Additionally, pressure and concentration affect the
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operating voltage. Equation 13 yields energy in kJ, so a unit conversion to J is needed in

Equation 14, but it is left out for clarity. Therefore, the equation below is used to calculate the

thermodynamically predicted voltage (O’Hayre et al., 2016):

Equation 29: 𝐸
𝑛

= Δ𝐺
𝑛𝐹 − Δ𝑆

𝑛𝐹 (𝑇 − 𝑇
0
) − 𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹 𝑙𝑛
𝑝

𝐻
2

𝑝
𝑂

2

𝑝
𝐻

2
𝑂( )

Next, the model calculates the various losses associated with SOEC operation. First, the

activation losses were calculated using models found in existing literature on SOEC models.

There are multiple ways to approximate activation loss, but the equations used in this study are

used as they allow for a more accurate comparison to other studies. These activation loss models

are used in R-SOC and SOEC studies by Alzahrani & Dincer (2017), Hauck et al. (2017), and

Wang et al. (2019) among others. The model uses Equation 13 and Equation 14 which can be

found in Section 2.2.4. Concentration loss is calculated in the same manner as the SOFC model,

using Equation 23 and Equation 24 above.

The ohmic losses were modeled using the same equation as the SOFC ohmic losses; we

maintain the same assumptions as well for consistency between models (Hauck et al., 2017):

Equation 30: Δ𝐸
𝑜ℎ𝑚

= 𝑗 *
δ

𝑒𝑙

σ
𝑒𝑙

+ 𝑟
𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑐,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡( )

The losses covered above were added to the Nernst voltage calculated in Equation 14, as

this is an SOEC model and losses correspond to an increase in operating voltage. Finally, the

voltage was calculated in this way for various current densities up to the limiting current density

of 0.65 A/cm2. Using this mathematical model for the electrochemical behavior of the SOEC, we

are able to produce polarization curves for the cell under operating conditions defined by the

parameters in Tables 3 and 4. These mathematical models give us a good approximation of the

behavior of an SOEC. The SOFC and SOEC models can be combined to construct a polarization
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curve for the R-SOC system on a single cell level. We can also calculate the cell voltage

efficiency by using Equation 19. Additionally, they can be used as a framework to process the

data output from the Aspen Plus simulations. Values like Gibbs free energy change can be

determined by the software models at various temperatures, and input into the mathematical

models to form simulation specific polarization curves.

3.4 Aspen Plus Simulation Setup

This section covers the setup steps for the Aspen Plus fuel cell model and the electrolysis

cell model. For groups looking to replicate the work of this study, the information below should

contain the necessary steps and parameters.

3.4.1 Aspen Plus Fuel Cell Model

The Aspen Plus SOFC model was recreated using information from the previous iteration

of this project. To begin constructing the model in Aspen Plus, the simulation settings were

configured in the Specifications tab under the Setup menu when in Simulation mode. The

simulation settings selected for the fuel cell model are shown in Figure 27 (See Appendix A).

Next, components were added. For this model there are only three components: diatomic

hydrogen, diatomic oxygen, and water. This was done under the Specifications tab in the

Components menu seen in Figure 28 (See Appendix A).

Once the components were added, the main flowsheet was constructed by adding the

necessary material flows and blocks. HEATER1, HEATER2, HX-CAT-1, and HX-CAT-2 are all

heater blocks. SOFC-AN is an RGibbs reactor, and SOFC-CAT is a Separator. These blocks are

connected by material streams as shown below:
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Figure 9: Components in SOFC model

In order for the simulation to run properly, operating conditions must be specified for the

input streams. For the streams H2-IN and O2-IN, a mole flow of 0.03275 mol/min and 0.016375

mol/min were chosen respectively and a temperature of 298.15 K was chosen to reflect standard

conditions. For H2-IN, a pressure of 1 atm was selected, and for O2-IN, a pressure of 0.21 atm

was chosen to reflect the partial pressure of O2 within air.

Next, the settings for each block must be specified. First, the heaters are used to bring the

gas from ambient temperature to the selected operating temperature and pressure of the cell. In

the flowsheet above, HEATER1 is set to bring the H2-IN stream to 1073 K and 0.5 atm.

Similarly, HX-CAT-1 is configured to bring the O2-IN stream to 1073 K and 0.21 atm. A

separator, SOFC-CAT is included for simulating fuels that must be purified such as air or

methane. In this simulation, pure oxygen is used so no separation occurs. The output of the

separator is configured to allow pure O2 to flow to the Gibbs reactor, SOFC-AN. The settings for

the Gibbs reactor are shown in Figure 30, and under the Products tab it is set to consider all

components as products.
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The output pressure and temperature for water is specified in HEATER2 at 1073 K and 1

atm. The simulation can now be run in order to obtain chemical results for the reaction that takes

place in an SOFC by advancing with the Next button. The results can be seen in the Results tab.

3.4.2 Aspen Plus Electrolyzer Cell Model

The Aspen Plus electrolyzer cell model was adapted from a previous study done in 2017

by Hauck, Hermann, and Spliethoff. In this study, researchers developed a comprehensive

R-SOC model in Aspen Plus with modes of operation corresponding to SOFC and SOEC modes.

Their SOEC module included components not needed for this study, as their work focused on

running the SOEC with CO2 to the water feed flow in electrolysis mode.

The SOEC model in Aspen Plus was constructed using the same workflow as the SOFC

model. First, the simulation settings were selected to initialize the flowsheet and simulation.

Next, all of the necessary components were added: water, diatomic hydrogen, and diatomic

oxygen. The steps remain the same as with the fuel cell model.

After the necessary components were added, the flowsheet was constructed. As shown in

the figure below, the flowsheet consists of a mixer, heater, RStoic reactor, two separators, and a

condenser (a HEATER block).

Figure 10: SOEC Flowsheet

As with the SOFC model, operating conditions must be given to the necessary number of

material flows in order for the simulation to run. In this case, the only material flow which
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requires input is WATERIN, which is set to 298.15 K, 1 atm, and a flow of 0.03275 mol/min.

After specifying the operating conditions for the materials, the behavior of each block in the

flowsheet must be defined. For the RSTOIC reactor, the temperature and pressure was set to

1073 K and 1 atm and the reaction shown below was added to the Reactions tab; a screenshot,

Figure 32, can be found in Appendix A.

The HEATER in the flowsheet was set to a temperature of 1073 K and 1 atm. The first

separator, SEP, is set to separate all of the oxygen gas from the POST stream. RE1 continues to

the condenser CONDENS where a temperature of 298.15 K and pressure of 1 atm was selected.

After the RE1 stream, containing hydrogen and water, is condensed, SEP2 is able to separate the

remaining unreacted water and recycle it in stream WATERRE back to the mixer. After this setup

process, the simulation can be run at various operating temperatures and pressures.

3.5 IDAES Simulation Setup

IDAES installation involves the use of a user’s command console on their personal

computer, Anaconda installer (compatible with Python) as well as Github to download the most

up-to-date version of IDAES. As stated in the “advanced user installation instructions'' on the

IDAES official website, before beginning installation, users will have to create a Github account

and Git application for desktop must be installed, with which an additional repository must be

forked via Github so that the platform is properly installed. Installation of Miniconda3 (part of

Anaconda) is necessary to install all of the relevant Python packages and to initiate the program.

After Miniconda3 is installed, the IDAES package needs to be installed via the Miniconda3

terminal prompt. In the Miniconda3 terminal, the fork needs to be cloned using a set of

commands, and an upstream remote must be added. After the fork is cloned, the Python
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environment for IDAES must be created in the terminal prompt, and the IDAES requirements

and extensions can be installed. Once IDAES has been properly installed and the IDAES Python

environment has been created, programs and models can be first test-run for errors in the conda

prompt. Finally, following official IDAES “getting started” instructions (on Github, not the

IDAES website), the software can be initiated via Jupyter, where tutorials and example

simulations can be run before creating custom projects (Note: It is crucial that the Conda prompt

remain open during any Jupyter operations, as it is used to initialize and monitor IDAES

behavior. If the prompt is closed before Jupyter, the notebook will lose connection to any python

operations it is using from your computer and cease to function).

As IDAES does not possess an integrated graphical interface like Aspen, there is no

visual fuel cell model or existing individual component framework to visualize the SOEC

process, so all results were generated from mathematical models only. All constants and input

parameters were defined first (Universal Gas Constant (R), Faraday Constant (F), Reference

Pressure (P_ref), Limiting Current Density + Correction Factor (i_L and a), Transfer Coefficient

(B), pre-exponential factors and activation energies for the Anode and Cathode (gam_a, gam_c,

e_a, e_c), cell operating temperature (1073 K, variable), fuel utilization fraction (assumed to be

100%, so 1), input and output anolyte pressure (H2_p and H2O_p, assumed to be 0.5 for pure

anolyte, and 0.5 again as it is assumed that all anolyte it utilized to form H2O) catholyte pressure

(O2_p, assumed to be 0.21 as air is approximately 21% oxygen), and cell surface area resistance

(R_ohm, assumed to be 0.5 ohm cm^2) and categorized in a table. The Nernst Term (cell

potential) was calculated first, followed by Gibbs Energy Change, and then Open Circuit

Voltage, Actual Current Density, all three loss calculations (Activation, Concentration, Ohmic),

Cathode Exchange current density, actual voltage, rate of current and total power produced. To
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generate the polarization curves, the current density and actual voltage produced are needed. The

current density in code is constructed simply of a numeral array from zero (or some value close

to zero, depending on the range you want to view) to the calculated maximum current density,

split into intervals of the user’s choice (ex. i_act = np.arange(0.0, 0.65, 0.01) is a code formula

for current density, constructing an array using the numpy module that contains values from 0 to

0.65 in intervals of 0.01). The actual voltage produced is a multi-variable formula, that includes

the open circuit voltage and all the relevant loss values, all of which must be calculated

beforehand prior to be called upon in the actual voltage formula. All formulas for those variables

are formatted in code as they were provided in our reference. The formula for open circuit

voltage is E_rev = ((Gibb/(2*F)) + nernst term )*-1, and the formulas for all process losses are as

follows:

Activation loss:

i_0a = gam_a + ((H2_p/P_ref)*(H2O_p/P_ref)*np.exp(e_a/(R*T)))

Ohmic Loss:

E_ohm = i_act*R_ohm

Concentration Loss (Note: Limiting current density is calculated first):

i_Ladj = i_L*((H2_p/P_ref)**a)

E_conc = ((R*T)/(2*F))*np.log(1-(i_act/i_Ladj))
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Once all of those variables are calculated, the final formula for actual voltage produced (E_act =

E_rev - E_ohm + E_conc + E_activ) can be run. Note, for SOEC mode, the addition and

subtraction of values in the actual voltage formula are switched.
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4.0 Results

There are three primary sets of results, each using a different methodology. First, there

are results from the mathematical models as covered in Section 4.1 for the fuel cell and

electrolysis cell, with no input from software. Next, there are thermodynamic results taken from

the Aspen Plus simulations and input into the mathematical models, the results of which are

covered in Section 4.2. Finally, IDAES is used to run a Python script which generates

polarization curves for each mode of the R-SOC based on another set of mathematical models.

The IDAES results are presented in Section 4.3. The differences in results between each

methodology are covered in the Discussion Section 5.4.

4.1 Mathematical Models

The multiple forms of electrochemical loss were isolated and analyzed to assess the

effectiveness of our loss models. The electrochemical losses were calculated using the same

methods for both the SOFC and SOEC. These losses can be isolated graphically at a set

temperature (in this case 1273 K) to depict the different behavior of each modeling equation with

a variation in current density. The equations used in the order of the graphs shown below were

Equation 22, Equation 24, and Equation 13. The results show that ohmic and activation losses

are both linearly approximated within this range, and both increase with current density.

Activation loss is displayed on a log scale for current density. For ohmic losses given by

Equation 22, this linear relationship is defined by the current density multiplied by a constant

resistance term, often called Area Specific Resistance (ASR). For our model, we assume that the

ASR is constant, thus the linear relationship will not change with temperature. For the activation

loss, calculated by Equation 22, the graph below is the region of an inverse hyperbolic sine
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approximation of activation loss. The concentration losses calculated by Equation 13 behave

differently, and increase at an increasing rate as the current density approaches the limiting

current density, a result of the logarithmic term within the equation. This can be seen in the

polarization curves in Figure 12 as either a sharp drop off in voltage for the SOFC mode, or a

sharp increase for the SOEC mode.

Figure 11: Activation Loss, Ohmic Loss, and Concentration Loss Respectively vs. Current

Density at 1273 K

The mathematical models were used to manually generate a set of polarization curves for

three different temperatures, 1073 K, 1173 K, and 1273 K. These results rely strictly on the

equations covered in Section 3.3, and prove to be a simple, software-free way to simulate the

SOFC and SOEC. Because the equations used to calculate G in the mathematical model is theΔ
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same for both the SOFC and SOEC mode, the graphs can be combined to form an R-SOC

polarization curve which is continuous between modes, as shown in Figure 12. In this graph,

positive current density values represent SOFC mode, and negative current densities represent

SOEC mode.

In addition to the polarization curves in Figure 12, voltage efficiency curves were

generated for each operating condition that was examined using the mathematical model and

Equations 26 and 19 for the SOFC and SOEC respectively. The efficiency results show a similar

relationship to current density that the voltage results showed. The operating voltage of the cell

decreases with increasing current density, as does efficiency as shown in Figure 13. The effect of

temperature on the efficiency of the cell is small based on the modeling equations we used. Each

temperature at which the fuel cell model was run exhibits a different relationship with current

density. At 1073 K the efficiency remains mostly linear through the mid-range current density

values, while being slightly less efficient than higher temperatures. At very high current densities

however, running the cell at 1073 K can be more efficient than at 1173 K according to our

results. Running the simulation at 1273 K yields slightly better efficiencies than 1073 K at

mid-range current densities, and a temperature of 1173 K seems to be most efficient at all current

densities.

The SOEC voltage efficiency graph generated as shown in Figure 14 suggests that with

our model there is not a strong relationship with voltage efficiency and operating temperature. As

with the SOFC model, the efficiency results suggest that operating the cell at 1173 K yields the

highest voltage efficiency. Current density however, seems to affect the voltage efficiency much

less with the SOEC than with the SOFC. At lower current densities, the operating voltage of the

cell is much closer to the thermodynamically predicted voltage. As the cell approaches the
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limiting current density, the voltage efficiency decreases, but not nearly as much as the voltage

efficiency of the SOFC does.

Figure 12: R-SOC Polarization Curve at Various Temperatures - Mathematical Model

Figure 13: SOFC Voltage Efficiency - Mathematical Model
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Figure 14: SOEC Voltage Efficiency - Mathematical Model

The results from the mathematical model polarization curves also suggest that changing

partial pressures can have a significant effect on performance. The polarization curves shown

below were generated at a constant temperature to analyze the effects of partial gas pressures. As

shown in Figure 15, in SOFC mode voltage increases when H2O partial pressure is increased

relative to H2 partial pressure. Similarly, we can see by looking at Equation 21 that higher

voltage is also achieved if O2 partial pressure is decreased. For SOEC mode, a lower voltage is

achieved with an increase in H2 partial pressure relative to H2O partial pressure. Equation 29 also

shows that voltage will decrease with an increase in O2 partial pressure.
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Figure 15: SOFC Polarization Curve - Mathematical Model - Partial Pressure Changes at 1273K

Figure 16: SOEC Polarization Curve - Mathematical Model - Partial Pressure Changes at 1273K
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4.2 Results of the Aspen Simulations

4.2.1 Fuel Cell Simulation Results - Aspen Plus

The fuel cell simulation was run successfully in Aspen Plus, yielding the results tables

seen in Appendix B. Each table shown corresponds to different temperatures at which the

simulation was run. In these tables, the columns denote specific material flows within the model

and the rows contain thermodynamic and chemical information. Notably, in the RXNPR column,

we see that the mole fraction of the material flow is a majority H2O, meaning fuel utilization in

this simulation is high. If one were to adjust the ratio of mole flow of hydrogen to mole flow of

oxygen, the mole fraction of H2O in the RXNPR column would change accordingly. This

simulation was run to mimic stoichiometric operation of an SOFC, in which the fuel and air flow

rates are balanced to match the stoichiometry of the chemical reaction which takes place in the

fuel cell.

The Gibbs energy is the most notable result from these simulations, specifically the

change in Gibbs energy. The material flow before the reaction step in the simulation is O2-EL,

meaning the Gibbs energy for this flow is before chemical reaction. Similarly, the RXNPR

material flow is after the fuel cell reaction. Therefore, the change in Gibbs energy can be

calculated. At 1073 K, 1173 K, and 1273 K, the change in Gibbs energy from the simulation was

calculated to be -165.3 kJ/mol, -156.3 kJ/mol and -147.1 kJ/mol respectively. These values were

input into the mathematical models covered in Section 3.3.1, using the parameters given in Table

2 to generate simulation specific polarization curves, such as the curve below. It is important to

note that the mathematical models for the electrochemical losses are not changed by inputting

Gibbs free energy change from Aspen Plus. The parameter that is adjusted by inputting Aspen
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Plus data is the thermodynamically predicted voltage found with Equations 21 and 29 for the

SOFC and SOEC respectively.

Our polarization curve in Figure 12 from Aspen Plus results show that higher temperature

yields a higher voltage, with the exception of very high current densities in which a temperature

of 1173K may yield higher voltage than 1273K. The voltage values from the Aspen Plus

polarization curve are significantly lower than expected. Generally, at close to zero current

density, the voltage should remain quite high at around 1.0 V. In the Aspen Plus SOFC curve

however, the voltage at low current densities is closer to 0.80 V. The behavior of the curve in

terms of the loss equations is correct, but we expected the voltage to be higher.

Figure 17: Fuel Cell Polarization Curve Generated from Aspen Plus Results - Varying

Temperatures
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4.2.2 Electrolysis Cell Simulation Results - Aspen Plus

The electrolysis cell in Aspen Plus, set up using the parameters and settings described in

Section 3.4.2, was run to obtain the results table cataloged in Appendix C. The results table

showed that the POST material stream exiting the RStoic reactor had mole fractions for H2O, H2

and O2 of 0.31, 0.46, and 0.23 respectively. Therefore, after the RStoic reactor, only a molar

fraction of about 0.69 of H2O underwent the electrolysis reaction. Additionally, the recycled

water stream worked as expected. The mixture of water and hydrogen was successfully

condensed and separated in order to simulate the continuous nature of the reactions.

From the results tables at each operating condition, the Gibbs free energy was obtained

for the material flows before and after the reaction. The change in Gibbs free energy could then

be calculated. Next, the Gibbs free energy change could be input into the mathematical models

covered in Section 3.3.2 and used to generate the polarization curves shown in Figure 14.

Figure 18: Electrolysis Cell Polarization Curve Generated from Aspen Plus Results - Varying

Temperatures
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The polarization curves in Figure 18 show that as temperature increases, the operating

voltage of the SOEC generally decreases. These changes in voltage are not as large as the Aspen

Plus SOFC or the SOEC mathematical model. Additionally, a relationship with current density

shows that approaching the limiting current density of the cell significantly increases the

operating voltage. The graph appears to have two clear zones, a linear zone from low current

densities to around 0.5 A/cm2 and a curved profile at higher current densities. The linear zone

represents ohmic and activation losses, and the steeper region of the graph is due to the

concentration losses. The voltages for the Aspen Plus SOEC are closer to the expected value of

1.0 V as shown by the mathematical models.

4.3 Results of the IDAES Simulations

4.3.1 Fuel Cell Results - IDAES

The IDAES full simulations were also used to produced polarization curves in both

SOEC and SOFC mode at the same temperature thresholds (1073K, 1173K, and 1273K) as the

Aspen simulations, and to determine how varying temperatures affected the overall efficiency of

the cell (see Section 5 Discussion for more information). These trends were calculated along

with invidivial energy loss values, theoretical, reduced, and actual voltages, and rate of current

and power produced, all in separate lists (see Appendix 10.4 and 10.5 for SOFC and SOEC

simulation results, respectively).

As shown in figure below, results for the SOFC polarization curves varied only somewhat

significantly with temperature change, with the trends being: the higher the temperature, the

lower the initial voltage and final voltage output of the cell & the higher the temperature, the

higher the overall efficiency of the cell. However, although these results agree with our Aspen
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simulation results, they were converse from the previous year’s results (see our discussion

chapter for a further analysis of this).

Figure 19: Combined Fuel Cell Polarization Curves

Figure 20: Combined Fuel Cell Voltage Efficiencies
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An important aspect that does match up with both our Aspen Plus simulations, our

IDAES simulations, and the previous year’s simulations is that all sections of loss are agreeable

in the way that they are orientated. Like with our Aspen simulations, the activation and ohmic

losses appear to trend linearly and negatively. However, once concentration losses go beyond

current densities of around 0.5 A/cm2, the results of the simulation begin to differ.

As stated in a couple of paragraphs prior, and as seen by the figure above, the efficiency

of the cell directly correlates with its temperature, as when the operating temperature of the cell

rises, the efficiency of the cell rises as well. Another important thing of note though is that once

current density becomes to increase, not only does efficiency begin to drop, but once current

density becomes high enough, the relation between efficiency and temperature becomes inverted.

Therefore, when current density is approximately higher than .5, cell efficiency at higher

temperatures begin to intersect and decrease beyond the cell efficiencies at lower temperatures.

4.3.2 Electrolysis Cell Results - IDAES

Unlike the Aspen SOEC simulations, change in Gibbs free energy for each run was

changed by modifying operating temperature, not obtained from preoperative and postoperative

material flows. The polarization curves in Figure 21 show again that as operating temperature

increases, the overall trend in operating voltage decreases, and that as current density approaches

its limit the operating voltage increases sharply. The behavior remains mostly linear until voltage

spikes  (curving upwards) as limiting current density is achieved.
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Figure 21: Combined Electrolyzer Cell Polarization Curves

Figure 22: Combined Electrolyzer Cell Voltage Efficiencies
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As with the Aspen simulations, the SOEC voltage efficiency graph in Figure 22 suggests

that voltage efficiency is only moderately influenced by cell operating temperature. Just like the

SOFC model, the efficiency results suggest that operating the cell at 1173 K yields the highest

voltage efficiency. Current density however, seems to significantly affect the voltage efficiency.

At lower current densities, the operating voltage of the cell is much closer to the

thermodynamically predicted voltage. As the cell approaches the limiting current density, the

efficiency decreases significantly.
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5.0 Discussion

5.1 Analysis of Mathematical Model

The mathematical models used for this research were adapted from O’Hayre et al. (2016),

Hauck et al. (2017), Menon et al. (2013), and Jørgensen & Fath (2008). The different methods

from each of these sources were utilized to collectively build simple yet comprehensive SOFC

and SOEC models. Based on these models we have found that they may overestimate

electrochemical losses in SOFC mode, leading to a relationship with temperature that is more

limited than expected. There is little change in voltage within the temperature range of 1073K to

1273K. Additionally, though activation losses are present, they were not as significant as we had

expected. We have determined through isolating the various forms of loss that activation loss and

ohmic loss exhibit a nearly linear relationship between current density and voltage.

Concentration loss, however, significantly increases as the current density approaches the

limiting current density. Our mathematical models have also helped us in analyzing the effects of

partial pressure changes on the SOFC and SOEC systems. A significant advantage to using a

mathematical model for the SOFC and SOEC systems is that it allows us to quickly change

parameters and observe the effects. This allowed us to determine that partial pressure

significantly affects operating voltage.

In summary, we believe that mathematical models are a crucial part of an R-SOC model.

We recommend that for improved SOEC operation, temperature is increased. We cannot make a

similar recommendation for SOFC mode as our results are not supported by other literature.

Activation loss in our model may be underestimated, and we recommend future groups pay close

attention to the activation loss model they select to ensure it functions properly. Future groups

should carefully consider the use of the entropy change term, and more thoroughly research
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when it should and should not be utilized. For an SOFC, we would recommend maximizing the

H2O partial pressure relative to the H2 partial pressure, and decreasing the O2 partial pressure.

For SOEC mode, to decrease voltage we recommend maximizing H2 partial pressure relative to

H2O partial pressure, while increasing the O2 partial pressure.

5.2 Analysis of Aspen Plus Simulations

The SOFC Aspen Plus model was adapted from the previous iteration of this project. The

flowsheet was adapted slightly to carry the O2 material stream out of the SOFC-CAT into the

SOFC-AN shown in Figure 11. The previous iteration of the flowsheet separated this one stream

into two. This change seemed to work properly, and more intuitively structured the flowsheet.

Another consideration with the SOFC flowsheet in Aspen Plus has to do with the extra

components, notably the SOFC-CAT separator and the heaters HEATER2 and HX-CAT-2. These

components are not needed if pure oxygen is fed into the fuel cell, and Aspen Plus throws a

warning as certain material streams and components are not used. This flowsheet setup would be

useful for running air through the SOFC, but in this case the functionality was not utilized.

The SOFC polarization curves generated in our study show an expected relationship

between operating voltage and temperature for the fuel cell. At higher temperatures, a higher

operating voltage was obtained. This result is backed up by other studies; in fact, most other fuel

cell simulations have found this relationship. That is, in most cases it has been found that

operating voltage increases with temperature for an R-SOC operating in fuel cell mode. O’Hayre

et al. (2016), Chehadeh et al. (2022), Wang et al. (2020), and Hauck et al. (2017) determined that

Nernst voltage decreases with increasing temperature, but due to the kinetics at high temperature

overall voltage of the fuel cell increases. As temperature increases, according to Hauck et al.
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(2017), the kinetics of the reaction improve. Kinetics are modeled by the equation for activation

loss, meaning our model for activation loss is accurate. Another important consideration from

our Aspen Plus SOFC results is that the simulation predicted much lower voltage than expected.

In order to obtain a predicted voltage for the Aspen Plus results, the Gibbs free energy change is

used. Therefore, the reaction step in the SOFC flowsheet in Aspen Plus is likely inaccurately

modeled. Before combining the SOFC and the SOEC flowsheets to construct an R-SOC in

Aspen Plus, it is very important that the SOFC flowsheet is modeled properly and the predicted

voltage is verified with other work. This will allow future groups to combine these flowsheets

into cell modules, and eventually into a stack module or a complete system model.

The SOEC mode in Aspen Plus appears to have the expected relationship with

temperature, therefore to improve the mathematical model further consideration must be given to

the changes in loss calculation when operating in SOFC mode. Our results from the Aspen Plus

SOEC simulation suggest that it is better to run an SOEC at high temperatures as it reduces the

voltage required. The same result has been found by Hauck et al. (2017), AlZharani & Dincer

(2017), and Wang et al. (2020). Based on our results, to obtain the highest voltage efficiency at

all current density values, an operating temperature of 1273 K is suggested. Our SOEC results

suggest that it is most efficient to run a cell at low current densities when possible when

considering the voltage efficiency only. Work that has used an alternative efficiency metric such

as hydrogen production efficiency also suggests that lower current densities and higher

temperatures are more efficient (Menon et al., 2013).

Another difference between our results and the work of other groups is the range of

current densities. This is a selected parameter, defined mostly by the limiting current density

which we chose to be 0.65 A/cm2 to make our results more comparable to the previous iteration
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of the project. Other work, such as the work done at Saint-Gobain, shows simulations run at

current densities ranging from -2.0 to 2.0 A/cm2. Consideration must be given in future work to

what the current density range and limiting current density will be to allow for comparison with

other studies that are most relevant.

Figure 23: Experimental R-SOC Model at Saint Gobain

5.3 Analysis of IDAES Simulations

The IDAES simulations were also adapted from the previous iteration of this project,

with the majority of the code being reused for SOFC simulations in particular. The polarization

curves for those simulations again displayed an inversely proportional relationship between

operating voltage and temperature, which contrasts to other fuel cell simulations run by other

research groups. The cause(s) again could be linked to inaccurate loss approximations during

operation, and overestimating thermodynamically predicted voltage for SOFC mode. Results

from SOEC mode also again display the expected relationship with temperature. Much of the
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conclusions drawn from Aspen Plus results hold true for the IDAES runs as well, although

similar studies, especially ones with similar parameters used during experimentation, as well as

determining the importance of including or not including the entropy change term were unable to

be located.

The lack of these studies (and therefore this slight lack of analyses when compared to our

Aspen Plus analyzes) using IDAES was most likely due to the fact that IDAES is not nearly as

widely used as ASPEN is. This is simply because IDAES is a much newer program than Aspen,

and so it has had less industry use as of currently. However, this may be subject to change in the

future with outside companies (such as Mapex for example) actively trying to update IDAES’

framework abilities day by day. For more information on this topic, as well as other potential

supplemental material (or replacement softwares) to IDAES, you may view our

recommendations chapter (specifically section 6.1 down below).

Figure 24: SOFC stack outputs (voltage, efficiency, etc.) (Duan et al., 2022)

However, one last thing to discuss in this IDAES analyzes section that wasn’t fully

covered in our ASPEN analyses section is further delving into the topic of voltage efficiency
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versus temperature of the cell. As seen in the figure above, normally, as the operating

temperature of a fuel cell increases, the voltage efficiency of that fuel cell increases as well. This

is most due to a couple factors. The first factor would be that it is generally easier for the cell to

do greater amounts of work at higher operating temperatures thereby increasing the cell’s overall

efficiency. In addition to this, the other factor would be that at higher operating temperatures the

reaction rate of these cells' half reactions would be higher thereby causing the amount of

activation losses of the cells to be lower thereby also increasing the cell’s efficiency.

One thing that is important to note though that is as seen in the previous result’s chapter

is that once current density passes a certain point (of around .5), then the relationship between

the cell’s efficiency and the operating temperature generally becomes inverted. Again, what this

means is that eventually (with high enough current density at, or past .5), the efficiencies of the

higher temperatures and lower temperatures will intersect and then the higher temperatures will

become less efficient, and the lower temperature will become more efficient. There are a couple

of likely reasons for why this may occur. The first reason is that as current density becomes

concentration losses begin to increase (curve down) thereby causing a more drastic decrease in

efficiency. The other reason is that being at a high temperature specifically is more likely to

increase the concentration of gas in a fuel cell thereby causing an even more drastic decrease in

efficiency thereby causing the higher temperatures to now have lower efficiencies and the lower

temperatures to now have higher efficiencies.

5.4 Comparison of Results

To effectively evaluate the differences between our methods, the methods of the previous

iteration of this project, and the methods of other studies, it is useful to select one operating
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condition and combine polarization curves onto one graph. The polarization curves below depict

the SOFC and SOEC models at 1273 K using the mathematical models, the Aspen Plus results,

results from the previous iteration of the project (Chehadeh et al., 2022), and the IDAES results.

During SOFC operation, all models presented in this study with the exception of the

IDAES models exhibited an extremely similar loss modeling relationship. This is due to the fact

that the same equations were used for loss modeling, and the changes made between these

different methods focused mostly on the predicted voltage calculated by Equation 21.

Another important takeaway from these results is the difference in modeling the

concentration losses between the graphs generated with use of the mathematical models

(mathematical models and Aspen results), our IDAES work, and the work done by Chehadeh et

al. Overall, the most conservative estimate for concentration loss is found in the results by the

previous iteration of the project, Chehadeh et al., and the most aggressive estimate is given by

the mathematical models. Additionally, there are slight differences in activation loss

approximations as well. The work with Aspen and the mathematical models estimate a more

significant activation loss at low current densities, as seen by the slight difference in slope

between the Mathematical Model and Chehadeh et al. in Figure. All of this suggests that the

mathematical models contain more aggressive estimates for voltages, decreasing the predicted

performance of the cell especially with the consideration of the Entropy Change Term in

Equation 21.

Figure also shows the difference in predicted voltage between each modeling method.

The previous iteration of this project predicts the highest operating voltage for the SOFC, and the

Aspen Plus SOFC model from this work predicts the lowest voltage. The difference between

these extremes is about 0.25 V. The IDAES simulation from this group predicts a slightly lower
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voltage than both the Mathematical Model and Chehadeh et al., suggesting that either the ohmic

loss model is more aggressive, or the predicted voltage is lower. The mathematical model

provides a good intermediate prediction between these two, while also predicting a much higher

concentration loss.

For the SOEC results comparison, shown in Figure, we have determined that the methods

used in this study are all acceptable models of an SOEC. The Aspen Plus SOEC model predicts

higher activation and concentration loss than the IDAES model, therefore the voltage from the

IDAES results is slightly higher at the intermediate current densities. The small difference in

voltage between the mathematical model and the Aspen Plus SOEC suggest that the Aspen

flowsheet accurately models an SOEC. Therefore, little changes need to be made to the Aspen

Plus SOEC before implementing it into a complete R-SOC model.

Figure 25: SOFC Output Voltage Comparison (1273 K)
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Figure 26: SOEC Output Voltage Comparison (1273 K)
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6.0 Recommendations

There are many ways in which our study could be improved upon by future work. R-SOC

technology has the potential to aid the world in the transition to sustainable energy production,

but the technology continually needs more research and understanding. This section will cover

improvements that could be made to this study, and how future research groups might improve

and build upon our results. This section is broken into two parts: General recommendations

(software setup tips, communication, etc.) and specific recommendations (modeling strategies

and softwares, sources, etc.).

6.1 Specific Recommendations

6.1.1 Modeling Softwares - IDAES

IDAES proved to be a difficult software to use. It is described as a complex modeling

framework software, but it functions more as a base software platform that would require other

add-ons to create anything of relevant use. For example, the company, MapEx, is currently

developing a beta that would give IDAES an extensive graphical interface. However, as the

program stands currently, that interface is not yet integrated.

A lot of this is most likely due to the fact that IDAES is not just a software company.

IDAES, which stands for the Institute for the Design of Advanced Energy Systems, is a whole

organization started by the Department of Energy, and the National Energy Research Laboratory.

They specialize in doing research on emerging and advancing energy systems both in the United

States and abroad. In addition to this, they also created an IDAES software in 2019 (three years

after the Institute’s founding in 2016). Because this software is so new and because the Institute
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itself has so much other research and projects going on, it is understandable to say the software is

“underdeveloped” to say the least.

However, as previously stated, companies like Mapex are trying to incorporate add-on

features into IDAES, and considering the program’s code and information went fully

open-source a couple of years ago, we are sure that more improvements will be coming to the

software soon. Because of this, our recommendations would be this: Before your attempts to use

IDAES begin, try contacting and looking into other companies like Mapex that do in fact add on

additional features directly in conjunction with IDAES’ interface. Or, another (potentially even

better option) would be to just explore other softwares that could replace IDAES all together.

This may include softwares like: EES, gPROMs, etc.

6.1.2 Modeling Softwares - Aspen Plus

Unlike IDAES, Aspen Plus is a much older software that was established back in the

1980s. Because of this, it already has an extensive framework and graphical user interface

allowing users to create chemical process flowsheets. It works particularly well for diagrams,

chemical, or mathematical modeling. Aspen Plus is an incredibly powerful software, and our

group recommends its use for future work in simulating R-SOCs.

Due to the workflow of this study, and the attempt to recreate results from the previous

iteration of the project, we have created the SOFC and SOEC models separately. Therefore,

combining the results to form a polarization curve for an R-SOC is impractical. Additionally, this

work cannot give input into efficiency relationships for an R-SOC as the cells were modeled

separately without all of the components to allow for reversible use. We recommend future

research groups improve the Aspen Plus SOFC mode, and attempt to combine the SOFC and
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SOEC modules to form an Aspen Plus R-SOC model. Designing the cell such that it can be run

in both SOFC and SOEC directions depending on user input will allow future groups to make

suggestions on R-SOC operation and design. Creating an R-SOC model in Aspen Plus at the

single cell scale is a necessary step in creating a comprehensive R-SOC stack model. These

individual models could then be combined to model a complete R-SOC system and analyze the

application of electrical loads at a system level. This would require more careful consideration to

the components and blocks used, and a future group would need to verify that blocks are

accurate representations of real R-SOC components through experimental testing. A crucial step

in creating a comprehensive Aspen Plus R-SOC model will be successfully implementing the

modeling equations with calculator blocks into the flowsheet to control parameters, define

operational behavior, and extract results without an external mathematical model.

6.1.3 Modeling Parameters & Assumptions

Simulations that take place early on in a project’s lifespan (meaning with the first, or

second group) normally do not have the luxury of simulating anything other than ideal

conditions. This stems from the fact that it is already difficult to get initial simulations running,

and so incorporating non-ideal parameters from the start would be unnecessarily difficult.

Because of this, our simulations are run on mostly ideal standards:

● Fuel utilization is at 1 (or 100%), meaning it is assumed there’s no fuel left over at the

end of use.

● All fuel intake is pure in the case of the SOFC, meaning it’s assumed that all sources of

hydrogen, and oxygen are 100% hydrogen, and oxygen.
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● Temperatures are all above 1000K and below 1500K, which is an ideal condition for a

cell to run at (Duan et al., 2022).

● Materials within the cell don’t degrade, or lose efficiency over time.

Additional groups may want to improve on this by removing some of these assumptions,

or making modifications to them. Some ideas for non-ideal standards may be the following:

● Set fuel utilization for different trials, one might want to use different values within a

range between .75 - .85 (75% to 85%), as this is the current standard efficiency of solid

oxide cells (Bari & Sistani, 2019).

● Assume that all fuel intake is NOT pure, and discuss what may or may not happen if

contaminants were to potentially interact with the cell. The DOE (Department of Energy),

and NERL (National Energy Research Laboratory) have some research on this that you

might want to further investigate (Energy Education, 2018).

● Try simulating 1-2 trials of non-ideal operating temperatures (along with your other

simulations). For example, a low non-ideal temp could be 700K, and at a high non-ideal

temp could be 1550K. These temperatures are considered “non-ideal”, as this is where

the standard laws of efficiency for a solid oxide cell break down and become reversed

(Duan et al., 2022).

● Materials do naturally degrade over time, and will eventually contaminate the fuel cell

process, consequently causing a decrease in efficiency. A potential method to account for

this would be to add in a “time factor” into your simulation rather than just standard

temperature parameters. Additionally, if ambition and time is on your side, it might be a

good idea to look into “alternative” materials (insert PEM material types) that increase
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efficiency, lower contamination, and are biodegradable . This is where we just began to

look into as our project was ending, and with climate change on the rise, it might be

necessary for a group to continue on  (Stambouli & Traversa, 2002).

Other assumptions may be necessary to simulate the fuel cell processes as realistically as

possible - use Saint-Gobain as an additional resource to confirm current assumptions and inquire

about new ones that may or may not be missing.

6.2 General Recommendations

6.2.1 Installation Help - IDAES

For this project IDAES had to be installed individually on our personal computers after

complying with installation instructions from the official website and Github, the latter of which

one will need an account to use. The software is open source and free to use, so it can be

downloaded by anyone at no cost and tailored to their specific needs. Installation and

initialization instructions will be linked below:

Official website: Advanced User Installation — IDAES v1.13.0 (idaes-pse.readthedocs.io)

Github: GitHub - IDAES/idaes-pse: The IDAES Process Systems Engineering Framework

A cursory knowledge of Python and the necessary modules used for the simulations

(numpy for mathematical operations, matplotlib for graphing, etc.) will help in understanding

existing and creating new code for the project. Also, it is important to note (and it is stated in the

instructions) that there are two popular methods of installing the necessary modules for the
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simulations to use - pip install or miniconda. It is vital that only one of these is used for all

program/module installation, not both.

6.2.2 Installation Help - Aspen Plus

For this research, Aspen Plus v11 was run on a remote desktop server maintained by the

Academic Resource Center (ARC) at Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI). Obtaining the

software itself for personal use is very expensive, therefore it is necessary for student groups

conducting work using Aspen Plus to do so through an existing institution.

To connect to the WPI remote desktop on which Aspen Plus is installed, one must first

connect either to a WPI specific network or to the GlobalProtect VPN. Next, open the Windows

Start menu and search for Remote Desktop Connection. Enter the proper address for the remote

server, in this case arc-aspen.wpi.edu. Enter your username and password to connect.

For operating the software and creating complex flowsheets, there are a number of

informative tutorials that can be found online. These tutorials cover most functionalities of

Aspen Plus, and could be very useful in any attempt to create an R-SOC model. There are also

numerous tutorials which cover analytical methods in Aspen Plus such as sensitivity studies and

generating graphs within the software.

6.2.3 Contacting Authors

Some of this section may seem self explanatory, but we thought it was important to

provide some details about how future groups might want to go about contacting others for help

on their project. The WPI emails of the authors of this report can be found in the table below,

along with Gmail addresses and phone numbers. Do not hesitate to contact us with any questions
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about the work completed in this paper, we would be happy to answer any and all questions to

the best of our ability.

Name WPI Email Gmail Phone Number

Stephen Davis srdavis@wpi.edu stephendavis1313@gmail.com 516-666-0820

Alexander Kochling ajkochling@wpi.edu kochlingalexander@gmail.com 617-893-0468

Sam Krimmel sjkrimmel@wpi.edu samkrimmel37@gmail.com 802-291-3712

Group Alias gr-fuelcellmqp@wpi.edu N/A N/A

For example, the things that this might be applicable for would be: coding in Python /

Jupyter / IDAES, coding and graphing in ASPEN, installation guides to the programs,

assumptions that were made and what might be able to be gotten rid of for the next research

group, etc. We hope this section proves to be one of the most helpful sections in the paper for

whoever is reading this.
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7.0 Conclusion

Throughout this project, an understanding of R-SOCs, the materials that they require, and

the thermodynamics behind their operation was developed. In addition to this, models of both

SOFC mode and SOEC mode were created to determine the difference in voltages and

efficiencies of these cells at varying temperatures. To ensure positive variability in potential

results, two softwares were used to create these models: Aspen Plus and IDAES.

Before running simulations in these softwares though, multiple sources were examined to

determine the correct mathematical equations for each type of model. After assessing a variety of

sources, a mathematical model was selected which requires little adjustment between SOFC and

SOEC modes, making it easier to later combine the two to form an R-SOC model. A software

model was created in Aspen Plus using a combination of methods from the work of other

research groups. The Aspen Plus simulations were run to obtain chemical quantities which were

input into the mathematical model and polarization curves. An IDAES model was coded to

calculate said chemical quantities, which were then scatter plotted to create our polarization

curves. Those curves (for both Aspen Plus and IDAES) were then overlaid on each other with

the help of Google Sheets.

The Aspen Plus simulations and the coding run on IDAES were largely similar when it

comes to the results. For the SOFC model, it was found in both cases that actual voltage

increases with increasing temperature; a result which is supported by other SOFC studies. For

the SOEC model, it was found that voltage decreased with increasing temperature; also a result

supported by other work. Therefore, for efficient operation of the R-SOC, we suggest that the

cell is run at high temperature in general; 1173 K is ideal. Additionally, based on our results we

have found it is best to run the cell at low current densities to maximize efficiency.
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The first trial simulations for the SOEC models were developed through this project with

the same software used for the first SOFC trial simulations done in the previous year. Notably,

combining the SOFC and SOEC models proposed in this research could provide an accurate

model of an R-SOC. While our results represent definite progress, there is still much more

research to be done. It is recommended that future research is also carried out in Aspen Plus and

that the model is constructed at the system level, utilizing individual cell models to create stacks.

Holding discussions with organizations running experiments on R-SOCs, especially Saint

Gobain, should be considered to ensure that components used in the simulation are set up and

behave realistically, and supported by experimental data. The R-SOC model should also be

examined under a wider range of operating parameters, with changes in gas compositions, fuel

utilizations, cell dimensions, or different materials. Hopefully, with developments from future

research, newer results will be able to accurately model a reversible solid oxide cell system with

maximized efficiency and lower cost.
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9.0 Appendices

9.1 Appendix A: Aspen Simulation Setup Screenshots

Figure 27: Simulation specifications in Aspen Plus

Figure 28: Components in SOFC model

Figure 29: Components in SOFC model
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Figure 30: Settings for the RGibbs reactor in SOFC model

Figure 31: SOEC Flowsheet

Figure 32: Settings for the RStoic reactor in SOEC model
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9.2 Appendix B: Aspen Simulation Flowsheets - Fuel Cell Results

Table 5: Results Flowsheet from Fuel Cell Model at 1073 K
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Table 6: Results Flowsheet from Fuel Cell Model at 1173 K
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Table 7: Results Flowsheet from Fuel Cell Model at 1273 K
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9.3 Appendix C: Aspen Simulation Flowsheets - Electrolysis Cell Results

Table 8: Results Flowsheet from Electrolysis Cell Model at 1073 K
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Table 9: Results Flowsheet from Electrolysis Cell Model at 1173 K
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Table 10: Results Flowsheet from Electrolysis Cell Model at 1273 K
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9.4 Appendix D: IDAES Simulation Code - Fuel Cells
(Note: If reused, remember to change all necessary parameters values to suit your needs, such
as T (temperature),  E_act (actual voltage calculation))

# Constant Values
R = 8.314 # J/K mol
F = 96485 # C/mol
P_ref = 1 # atm reference is 1atm
i_L = 6500 * 0.0001 # A/cm^2 assumed/input
a = 0.05 #Correction constant assumed/input
B = 0.5 # transfer coefficient assumed/input
gam_a = 2.0*10**8 * 0.0001 # A/cm^2
gam_c = 1.5*10**8 * 0.0001 # A/cm^2
e_a = 105000 #J/mol
e_c = 110000 #J/mol

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
import pytablewriter

from pytablewriter.style import Style
table1 = pytablewriter.MarkdownTableWriter()
table1.table_name = "SOFC Constant Values and Assumptions"
table1.header_list = ["Constant", "Symbol", "Value", "Units"]
table1.value_matrix = [
["Universal Gas Constant", "R", format(R), "J/K mol"],
["Faraday Constant", "F", format(F, ".1f"), "C/mol"],
["Reference Pressure", "P_ref", format(P_ref, ".1f"), "atm"],
["Limiting Current Density", "i_L", format(i_L, ".3f"), "A/cm^2"],
["Limiting Current Density Correction Factor", "a", format(a, ".3f"), "-"],
["Transfer Coefficient", "B", format(B, ".3f"), "-"],
["Pre-exponential Factor: Anode", "gam_a", format(gam_a, ".3f"), "A/cm^2"],
["Pre-exponential Factor: Cathode", "gam_c", format(gam_c, ".3f"), "A/cm^2"],
["Activation Energy: Anode", "e_a", format(e_a, ".3f"), "J/mol"],
["Activation Energy: Cathode", "e_c", format(e_c, ".3f"), "J/mol"]
]
table1

# Input Parameters
T = 1073 # K
fuelU = 1
H2_p = 0.5 # atm assumed that anolyte is purely H2
O2_p = 0.21 # atm air is 21% O2
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H2O_p = 0.5 # atm all anolyte becomes H2O
R_ohm = 0.5 # ohm*cm^2 assumed/input

inputtable = pytablewriter.MarkdownTableWriter()
inputtable.table_name = "SOFC Input Values"
inputtable.header_list = ["Input", "Symbol", "Value", "Units"]
inputtable.value_matrix = [
["SOFC Operating Temp", "T", format(T, ".1f"), "K"],
["Fuel Utilization", "fuelU", format(fuelU, ".1f"), ""],
["Input Anolyte Pressure", "H2_p", format(H2_p, ".1f"), "atm"],
["Output Anolyte Pressure", "H2O_p", format(H2O_p, ".1f"), "atm"],
["Catholyte Pressure", "O2_p", format(O2_p, ".2f"), "atm"],
["SOFC Resistance", "R_ohm", format(R_ohm, ".2f"), "ohm*cm^2"],
]
inputtable

# Nernst Term Calculation for Open Circuit Voltage
nernstterm = ((R*T)/(2*F))*np.log((((H2_p/P_ref)*(np.sqrt((O2_p/P_ref))))/(H2O_p/P_ref)))
print("Nernst Term: " + format(nernstterm, ".2f"))

# Gibbs Energy Change Calculation
Gibb = (-241.82 + (0.044423*T))*1000

# Open Circuit Voltage Calculation
E_rev = ((Gibb/(2*F)) + nernstterm )*-1
print("Open-Circuit Voltage (in Volts): " + format(E_rev, ".3f"))

# Actual Current Density
# i_act = i_op + i_I # actual current density
# i_act = 0.32 # A/cm^2
# i_act = np.array([0.1, 0.12, 0.14, 0.16, 0.18, 0.2, 0.22, 0.24, 0.26, 0.28, 0.30, 0.32, 0.34, 0.36,
0.38, 0.4, 0.42, 0.44, 0.46, 0.48, 0.50, ])
i_act = np.arange(0.01, 0.61, 0.02)
#i_act = np.array([0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1])

# Activation Loss Calculation
# Anode Exchange Current Density
i_0a = gam_a + ((H2_p/P_ref)*(H2O_p/P_ref)*np.exp(e_a/(R*T)))

# Ohmic Loss Calculation
E_ohm = i_act*R_ohm
print("Ohmic loss: ", E_ohm)
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# Concentration Loss Calculation
i_Ladj = i_L*((H2_p/P_ref)**a)
E_conc = ((R*T)/(2*F))*np.log(1-(i_act/i_Ladj))
# print("Concentration loss: " + format(E_conc, ".3f"))
print("Concentration loss: " , E_conc)

E_activ_a = np.log(i_act/i_0a)*(-(1-B)/B)*((R*T)/F)
# Cathode Exchange Current Density
i_0c = gam_c + (((O2_p/P_ref)**0.25)*np.exp(e_c/(R*T)))
E_activ_c = np.log(i_act/i_0c)*(-(1-B)/B)*((R*T)/F)
E_activ = (E_activ_a - E_activ_c)/2
# print("Activation loss: " + format(E_activ, ".3f"))
print("Activation loss: " , E_activ)
all
# Actual SOFC Voltage Calculation
E_act = E_rev - E_ohm + E_conc + E_activ
# print("Actual SOFC Voltage: " + format(E_act, ".3f"))
print("Actual SOFC Voltage (in Volts): " , E_act)

x = i_act
y = E_act
plt.scatter(x, y, marker='D', s=5)
plt.xlabel('Current Density (A/cm^2)')
plt.ylabel('Voltage (V)')
plt.title('SOFC Polarization Curve')
plt.show()

n_H2react = 1
# Rate of Current Produced by SOFC stack per mole fuel
I = 2 * n_H2react * F
print("Rate of Current Produced by SOFC stack per mole fuel:", I, "Coulombs/mole")

W_netSOFC = E_act * I
print("Total Power (in Watts): " , W_netSOFC)

x = i_act
y = E_act/E_rev
plt.scatter(x, y, marker='D', s=5)
plt.xlabel('Current Density (A/cm^2)')
plt.ylabel('Voltage Efficiency')
plt.title('SOFC Efficiency Curve')
plt.show()
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9.5 Appendix D: IDAES Simulation Code - Electrolyzer Cells
(Note: If reused, remember to change all necessary parameters values to suit your needs, such
as T (temperature),  E_act (actual voltage calculation))

# Constant Values
R = 8.314 # J/K mol
F = 96485 # C/mol
P_ref = 1 # atm reference is 1atm
i_L = 6500 * 0.0001 # A/cm^2 assumed/input
a = 0.05 #Correction constant assumed/input
B = 0.5 # transfer coefficient assumed/input
gam_a = 2.0*10**8 * 0.0001 # A/cm^2
gam_c = 1.5*10**8 * 0.0001 # A/cm^2
e_a = 105000 #J/mol
e_c = 110000 #J/mol

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
import pytablewriter

from pytablewriter.style import Style
table1 = pytablewriter.MarkdownTableWriter()
table1.table_name = "SOEC Constant Values and Assumptions"
table1.header_list = ["Constant", "Symbol", "Value", "Units"]
table1.value_matrix = [
["Universal Gas Constant", "R", format(R), "J/K mol"],
["Faraday Constant", "F", format(F, ".1f"), "C/mol"],
["Reference Pressure", "P_ref", format(P_ref, ".1f"), "atm"],
["Limiting Current Density", "i_L", format(i_L, ".3f"), "A/cm^2"],
["Limiting Current Density Correction Factor", "a", format(a, ".3f"), "-"],
["Transfer Coefficient", "B", format(B, ".3f"), "-"],
["Pre-exponential Factor: Anode", "gam_a", format(gam_a, ".3f"), "A/cm^2"],
["Pre-exponential Factor: Cathode", "gam_c", format(gam_c, ".3f"), "A/cm^2"],
["Activation Energy: Anode", "e_a", format(e_a, ".3f"), "J/mol"],
["Activation Energy: Cathode", "e_c", format(e_c, ".3f"), "J/mol"]
]
table1

# Input Parameters
T = 1073 # K
fuelU = 1
H2_p = 0.5 # atm assumed that anolyte is purely H2
O2_p = 0.21 # atm air is 21% O2
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H2O_p = 0.5 # atm all anolyte becomes H2O
R_ohm = 0.5 # ohm*cm^2 assumed/input

inputtable = pytablewriter.MarkdownTableWriter()
inputtable.table_name = "SOEC Input Values"
inputtable.header_list = ["Input", "Symbol", "Value", "Units"]
inputtable.value_matrix = [
["SOEC Operating Temp", "T", format(T, ".1f"), "K"],
["Fuel Utilization", "fuelU", format(fuelU, ".1f"), ""],
["Input Anolyte Pressure", "H2_p", format(H2_p, ".1f"), "atm"],
["Output Anolyte Pressure", "H2O_p", format(H2O_p, ".1f"), "atm"],
["Catholyte Pressure", "O2_p", format(O2_p, ".2f"), "atm"],
["SOEC Resistance", "R_ohm", format(R_ohm, ".2f"), "ohm*cm^2"],
]
inputtable

# Nernst Term Calculation for Open Circuit Voltage
nernstterm = ((R*T)/(2*F))*np.log((((H2_p/P_ref)*(np.sqrt((O2_p/P_ref))))/(H2O_p/P_ref)))
print("Nernst Term: " + format(nernstterm, ".2f"))

# Gibbs Energy Change Calculation
Gibb = (-241.82 + (0.044423*T))*1000

# Open Circuit Voltage Calculation
E_rev = ((Gibb/(2*F)) + nernstterm )*-1
print("Open-Circuit Voltage (in Volts): " + format(E_rev, ".3f"))

# Actual Current Density
# i_act = i_op + i_I # actual current density
# i_act = 0.32 # A/cm^2
# i_act = np.array([0.1, 0.12, 0.14, 0.16, 0.18, 0.2, 0.22, 0.24, 0.26, 0.28, 0.30, 0.32, 0.34, 0.36,
0.38, 0.4, 0.42, 0.44, 0.46, 0.48, 0.50, ])
i_act = np.arange(0.01, 0.61, 0.02)
#i_act = np.array([0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1])

# Activation Loss Calculation
# Anode Exchange Current Density
i_0a = gam_a + ((H2_p/P_ref)*(H2O_p/P_ref)*np.exp(e_a/(R*T)))

# Ohmic Loss Calculation
E_ohm = i_act*R_ohm
print("Ohmic loss: ", E_ohm)
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# Concentration Loss Calculation
i_Ladj = i_L*((H2_p/P_ref)**a)
E_conc = ((R*T)/(2*F))*np.log(1-(i_act/i_Ladj))
# print("Concentration loss: " + format(E_conc, ".3f"))
print("Concentration loss: " , E_conc)

E_activ_a = np.log(i_act/i_0a)*(-(1-B)/B)*((R*T)/F)
# Cathode Exchange Current Density
i_0c = gam_c + (((O2_p/P_ref)**0.25)*np.exp(e_c/(R*T)))
E_activ_c = np.log(i_act/i_0c)*(-(1-B)/B)*((R*T)/F)
E_activ = (E_activ_a - E_activ_c)/2
# print("Activation loss: " + format(E_activ, ".3f"))
print("Activation loss: " , E_activ)

# Actual SOEC Voltage Calculation
E_act = E_rev + E_ohm - E_conc - E_activ
# print("Actual SOEC Voltage: " + format(E_act, ".3f"))
print("Actual SOEC Voltage (in Volts): " , E_act)

x = i_act
y = E_act
plt.scatter(x, y, marker='D', s=5)
plt.xlabel('Current Density (A/cm^2)')
plt.ylabel('Voltage (V)')
plt.title('SOEC Polarization Curve')
plt.show()

n_H2react = 1
# Rate of Current Produced by SOEC stack per mole fuel
I = 2 * n_H2react * F
print("Rate of Current Produced by SOEC stack per mole fuel:", I, "Coulombs/mole")

W_netSOEC = E_act * I
print("Total Power (in Watts): " , W_netSOEC)

x = i_act
y = E_act/E_rev
plt.scatter(x, y, marker='D', s=5)
plt.xlabel('Current Density (A/cm^2)')
plt.ylabel('Voltage Efficiency')
plt.title('SOEC Efficiency Curve')
plt.show()
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9.6 Appendix F: IDAES Simulation Results - Fuel Cells

Table 11: Results from Fuel Cell Model at 1073 K
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Table 12: Results from Fuel Cell Model at 1173 K
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Table 13: Results from Fuel Cell Model at 1273 K
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9.7 Appendix G: IDAES Simulation Results - Electrolyzer Cells

Table 14: Results from Electrolyzer Cell Model at 1073 K
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Table 15: Results from Electrolyzer Cell Model at 1173 K
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Table 16: Results from Electrolyzer Cell Model at 1273 K
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